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ساخت  خواهم یراه ا ی کرد  افت ی خواهم یراه ای  ” 

دارم یبرنم  قدم عقب  به هرگز “  

 

“Either I will find a way, or I will make a way.  

I will never step back.”1 

 
 

  

 
1 A Farsi saying quoted by Sayed 
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Abstract 
 

Lesvos has been one of the main gateways for asylum seekers arriving in Europe since 2015. 

Asylum seekers that arrive in Lesvos carry the weight of pre-migration and migration stressors, 

which are then supplemented by the adversities they face on the island – ranging from their 

asylum process and living conditions to unforeseen crises such as the Moria fire and the COVID-

19 pandemic. The purpose of this paper is to understand the factors that have contributed to 

refugees’ and asylum seekers’ resiliency and coping process during the period following the start 

of the COVID-19 pandemic. This study takes a qualitative approach, relying on participant 

observation and 23 in-depth interviews with refugees, mental health professionals, and CBO/IO 

workers. Ten key protective and promotive factors emerge from this research, which are 

presented using a socio-ecological framework. The factors identified comprise both behavioral 

and non-behavioral responses at the individual level, as well as relational elements at the 

interpersonal and community levels. Findings illustrate that these factors are fundamentally 

interconnected and that the ability to access and harness the protective effects of these resilience-

building resources depend on both the individual and their environment. This paper offers a 

nuanced portrait of resilience on Lesvos, illustrating how protective factors may not always lead 

to positive outcomes and may, in fact, have negative effects in certain circumstances. Based on 

the understanding of what contributes to resiliency and coping processes on Lesvos, 

recommendations are targeted at community and government level actors to foster a more 

enabling environment for resilience.  
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Terminology and Definitions 
 

Asylum seeker: Asylum seekers are individuals who have requested sanctuary and who have not 

yet received decisions for their asylum claim. If an asylum seeker’s claim is successful, they 

receive refugee status.  

 

Refugees: The legal definition of a refugee as per the 1951 Geneva Convention relating to the 

Status of Refugees is, “someone who is unable or unwilling to return to their country of origin 

owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, 

membership of a particular social group, or political opinion.”2 According to the EU Parliament, 

a refugee is, “A person who has been recognised as being in need of international protection.”3 

Thus, the EU, like many governments, defines refugees as those whose asylum claim has been 

successful. However, many organizations, such as the Refugee Council, critique this definition, 

claiming instead that the term refugees should encompass everyone seeking asylum, regardless 

of whether their decision is favorable or not.4 This thesis uses the more encompassing definition 

of refugees, including individuals with successful asylum claims, unsuccessful asylum claims, 

and claims still in process.  

 

Refugee claimant: Refugee claimants are synonymous with asylum seekers. Since ‘asylum 

seeker’ is the more commonly used terminology within Greek and European legal discourse, this 

thesis will predominantly use the term asylum seeker as opposed to refugee claimant.  

 

Forced migrant: A person who is forced to flee due to an external threat, such as a natural or 

environmental disaster, man-made disasters, or a threat to life or livelihood.5 This term 

encompasses refugees, asylum seekers, and internally displaced persons. 

 

Reception and Identification Center (RIC): RICs are official centers where asylum seekers are 

first registered, referred to the asylum procedure, and housed. In Lesvos, RIC Moria opened in 

2015; however, the population hosted in Moria was so large that all refugees could not be hosted 

within the official borders of the RIC – many resided in the adjacent olive groves. The space 

encompassing both the RIC and olive groves are referred to as Moria camp. RIC Moria was 

operational until it was destroyed by a fire in 2020, after which RIC Mavrovouni was opened.   

 

Refugee camp: Refugee camps are temporary facilities that house refugees and provide basic 

needs such as food, water, shelter, as well as provide immediate assistance. RICs are de facto 

 
2 “What Is a Refugee?,” UNHCR, accessed March 7, 2022, https://www.unhcr.org/what-is-a-refugee.html. 
3 European Parliamentary Research Service, “Migration and Asylum,” European Parliament, accessed March 7, 

2022, https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/infographics/migration/public. 
4 Hannah Bradby et al., “Definitions of Refugees, Asylum Seekers and Migrants in the Literature,” in Public Health 

Aspects of Migrant Health: A Review of the Evidence on Health Status for Refugees and Asylum Seekers in the 

European Region (Copenhagen: WHO Regional Office for Europe, 2015), 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK379415/. 
5 “Forced Migrant,” Migration and Home Affairs, accessed March 7, 2022, https://ec.europa.eu/home-

affairs/pages/glossary/forced-migrant_en. 
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refugee camps; however, not all refugee camps qualify as RICs (for example, Pikpa camp in 

Lesvos was an independent refugee camp run by a CBO called Lesvos Solidarity).  

 

Community volunteers: Community volunteers is a term used by humanitarian actors in Lesvos 

to refer to refugees who are volunteers. 

 

 

Abbreviations 
 

Community Based Organization (CBO) 

International Organization (IO) 

Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) 

Moria Corona Awareness Team (MCAT) 

Moria White Helmets (MWH) 

Multi-Purpose Reception and Identification Centre (MPRIC) 

One Happy Family (OHF) 

Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) 

Reception and Identification Center (RIC) 

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) 

Yoga and Sport with Refugees (YSR) 
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Maps of Lesvos 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

Since 2015, the EU has implemented a ‘hotspot’ approach to manage migration flows into Europe.6 

As the key gateway of the Eastern Mediterranean migration route, Greece has been at the center 

of this approach with five hotspots established on Lesvos, Samos, Chios, Leros, and Kos, where 

asylum seekers are identified, registered, and housed, pending their asylum process.7 Since the 

early inception of this approach, reception conditions for asylum seekers have included 

overcrowding, inadequate protection of vulnerable groups, scarcity of medical services, and poor 

waste management, particularly on Lesvos, Samos, and Chios.8 With the onset of the COVID-19 

pandemic, these challenges were exacerbated and complemented by stringent lockdowns, limited 

access to healthcare and education,9 and heightened xenophobia, among other hardships.10 In 2020, 

there were fires in the Reception and Identification Centers (RIC) in Lesvos, Samos, and Chios. A 

Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) psychiatrist working on Samos reported that “After each critical 

and harmful event, such as the fires, the recent earthquake, the lockdown, we have seen an increase 

of severe cases in our clinic, with a deeply worrying rise in suicide and self-harm thoughts from 

people trapped in the camp”.11 A recent report by the International Rescue Committee labelled the 

onset of the COVID-19 pandemic as the “perfect storm,” aggravating pre-existing adversities and 

systemic gaps in service provision.12 While there is a growing body of literature on the challenges 

and mental health issues that forced migrants have faced both before and during the pandemic, 

there is limited focus on the resilience and capacity of individuals to adapt to the changing 

circumstances. In light of this gap, this study aims to identify what protective factors have buffered 

against the adversities that forced migrants in Greece have faced since the start of the pandemic.  

 
6 “Constructing Crisis at Europe’s Border” (Médecins Sans Frontières, June 9, 2021), 5, 

https://www.msf.org/constructing-crisis-europe-border-migration-report. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Maria Margarita Mentzelopoulou and Katrien Luyten, “Hotspots at EU External Borders” (European 

Parliamentary Research Service, June 2018), 3. 
9 “Greece: Island Camps Not Prepared for Covid-19” (Human Rights Watch, April 22, 2020), 

https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/04/22/greece-island-camps-not-prepared-covid-19. 
10 Nabiha Islam, “As a Doctor in a European Refugee Camp, I Found Deep Neglect and Xenophobia,” The New 

Humanitarian, March 1, 2021, https://www.thenewhumanitarian.org/opinion/first-person/2021/3/1/on-greece-

lesvos-refugees-battle-neglect-and-xenophobia. 
11 MSF, “Alarming Mental Health Distress among Asylum Seekers on Greek Islands” (Médecins Sans Frontières, 

December 17, 2020), https://www.msf.org/greece-mental-health-distress-among-asylum-seekers. 
12 Martha Roussou and Niamh Nic Carthaigh, “The Cruelty of Containment” (International Rescue Committee, 

December 2020), 10. 
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This research is based on an 11-week field study in Lesvos, the island with the highest 

concentration of refugees and asylum seekers in Greece. It intentionally focuses on people’s 

strengths as opposed to their deficits in addressing the following research question: “What factors 

have contributed to the resilience and coping process of refugees and asylum seekers residing 

in Lesvos during the COVID-19 pandemic?” The focus of this research is to understand the 

mechanisms that feed into refugees’ capacity to adapt and cope amid adversities and document 

their lived experiences over the past two years. While this study was conducted in the context of 

the pandemic, the aim of this study is not limited to examining how refugees adapted to the 

pandemic, but rather, what enabled them to adapt amidst all the adversities they faced during this 

period.  

 

The study focuses on unmarried adults, without restricting itself to a particular nationality, ethnic 

group, or gender. The focus on unmarried adults is due to the dearth of literature on this particular 

demographic within forced migration studies on resilience. Moreover, it was presumed that 

resilience-enhancing factors would be more comparable across genders in the context of unmarried 

adults – the divergence in the responsibilities of men and women that often accompanies family 

life would likely affect the types of resources each gender would access. Most studies examining 

the resilience of refugees focus on a particular nationality, age group, and/or gender. The decision 

to not limit this study to a specific nationality or gender was taken to ensure that findings could be 

relevant to the programming of local organizations in Lesvos; with constant new arrivals on the 

island, these demographics fluctuate regularly. For example, while a study limited to Afghan single 

males, who currently comprise the dominant population, may be relevant in 2021, this may no 

longer be the case a couple of months or years later. 

 

At the start of this study, in September 2021, there were 3,840 refugees and asylum seekers on 

Lesvos, predominantly from Afghanistan, Democratic Republic of Congo, and Somalia.13 This 

was the same period that the Greek government began piloting their approach of multi-purpose 

reception and identification centres (MPRICs) in Samos. MPRICs are essentially an updated model 

 
13 “Lesvos Weekly Snapshot” (UNHCR Greece, September 12, 2021), 

https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/mediterranean/location/5179. 
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of RICs, which will act as ‘closed’ camps with heavily regulated entry and exit. Each MPRIC will 

be equipped with shipping container housing units, exterior barbed-wire fences, and will contain 

a pre-removal detention facility.14 In September 2021, a MPRIC opened in Samos, in a remote 

valley, secured with an extensive surveillance including x-ray scanners and magnetic doors.15 

Humanitarian actors such as MSF have opposed the MPRICs, calling them an intensification of 

the EU’s containment and hotspot approach. In many respects, the restrictions on movement put 

in place in response to COVID-19 mimicked what a closed and controlled approach to the hotspots 

would entail.  

 

Thus, findings from this study are not only relevant to understanding the resilience building 

capacity of refugees, but also to exploring how an intensified containment approach may affect 

refugees’ ability to access resilience-enhancing resources. Moreover, by shifting away from the 

medicalization of mental health issues and focusing on resilience promoting factors instead, this 

study hopes to provide insights as to how grassroots actors can adapt their programming to nurture 

resilience among refugees on a day-to-day basis. 

 

With respect to the structure of this thesis, Chapter 2 provides an overview of the literature on 

resilience, coping, and protective factors, outlines the pre-existing research in this domain specific 

to forced migrants, and presents the conceptual framework of this study. Chapter 3 delves into the 

research methodology, discusses ethical considerations, highlights limitations, and examines 

researcher positionality. The specific risk factors that refugees are exposed to are discussed in 

Chapter 4, providing the contextual overview necessary to understand how resilience may manifest 

in Lesvos. Chapter 5 begins with re-defining resilience at the grassroots level in Lesvos and goes 

on to examine the key findings that emerged as factors contributing to resilience. It uses a socio-

ecological framework to outline factors present at the individual, interpersonal, and community 

levels. Lastly, Chapter 6 summarizes the results of this study, discusses their implications for 

programming while offering recommendations, and concludes with the relevance of this research. 

 
14 “Constructing Crisis at Europe’s Border,” 3. 
15 European Council on Refugees and Exiles, “Greece: Illegal Pushbacks Continue as Arrivals Drop Under ‘Strict 

but Fair’ Immigration Policy – New ‘Closed Controlled’ Camps Faces Massive Criticism,” September 24, 2021, 

https://ecre.org/greece-illegal-pushbacks-continue-as-arrivals-drop-under-strict-but-fair-immigration-policy-new-

closed-controlled-camps-faces-massive-criticism/. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review and Conceptual Framework 

 

2.1 Resilience 

The notion of resilience in psychology, which was first introduced in the late 20th century, has 

evolved over the decades.16 While there is still no singular definition, contemporary definitions 

of resilience revolve around two elements: positive adaptation in the face of adversity. Dubbed 

“ordinary magic” by Masten,17 the study of resilience casts a positive lens on understanding 

basic human adaptive systems. Resilience has been studied in children and youth,18 bereaved 

individuals,19 police officers,20 professional athletes,21,22 and refugees,23,24 among other 

populations. 

 

Resilience has been defined in several different ways:   

‘‘The process of, capacity for, or outcome of successful adaptation despite challenging or 

threatening circumstances.’’25 

 

“Resilience refers to a dynamic process encompassing positive adaptation within the context of 

significant adversity.”26 

 

 
16 Suniya S. Luthar, “Resilience in Development: A Synthesis of Research across Five Decades,” in Developmental 

Psychopathology (John Wiley & Sons, Ltd, 2015), 739–95, https://doi.org/10.1002/9780470939406.ch20. 
17 Ann S. Masten, “Ordinary Magic: Resilience Processes in Development,” American Psychologist 56, no. 3 

(2001): 227–38, https://doi.org/10.1037/0003-066X.56.3.227. 
18 Norman Garmezy, “Resilience in Children’s Adaptation to Negative Life Events and Stressed Environments,” 

Pediatric Annals 20, no. 9 (September 1991): 459–60, 463–66, https://doi.org/10.3928/0090-4481-19910901-05. 
19 George A. Bonanno, Anthony Papa, and Kathleen O’Neill, “Loss and Human Resilience,” Applied and Preventive 

Psychology 10, no. 3 (June 1, 2001): 193–206, https://doi.org/10.1016/S0962-1849(01)80014-7. 
20 D. Paton et al., “Stress Shield: A Model of Police Resiliency.,” International Journal of Emergency Mental 

Health, 2008. 
21 David Fletcher and Mustafa Sarkar, “A Grounded Theory of Psychological Resilience in Olympic Champions,” 

Psychology of Sport and Exercise 13, no. 5 (2012): 669–78, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.psychsport.2012.04.007. 
22 Nick Galli and Robin S. Vealey, “‘Bouncing Back’ from Adversity: Athletes’ Experiences of Resilience,” The 

Sport Psychologist 22, no. 3 (2008): 316–35, https://doi.org/10.1123/tsp.22.3.316. 
23 Robert Schweitzer, Jaimi Greenslade, and Ashraf Kagee, “Coping and Resilience in Refugees from the Sudan: A 

Narrative Account,” Australian & New Zealand Journal of Psychiatry 41, no. 3 (March 1, 2007): 282–88, 

https://doi.org/10.1080/00048670601172780. 
24 Kerrie A. Pieloch, Mary Beth McCullough, and Amy K. Marks, “Resilience of Children with Refugee Statuses: A 

Research Review,” Canadian Psychology/Psychologie Canadienne 57, no. 4 (2016): 330–39, 

https://doi.org/10.1037/cap0000073. 
25 Ann S. Masten, Karin M. Best, and Norman Garmezy, “Resilience and Development: Contributions from the 

Study of Children Who Overcome Adversity,” Development and Psychopathology 2, no. 4 (1990): 426, 

https://doi.org/10.1017/S0954579400005812. 
26 Suniya S. Luthar, Dante Cicchetti, and Bronwyn Becker, “The Construct of Resilience: A Critical Evaluation and 

Guidelines for Future Work,” Child Development 71, no. 3 (2000): 543–62. 
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‘‘An individual’s stability or quick recovery (or even growth) under significant adverse 

conditions.”27 

 

“the capacity of a biopsychosocial system (this can include an individual person, a family, or a 

community) to navigate to the resources necessary to sustain positive functioning under stress, as 

well as the capacity of systems to negotiate for resources to be provided in ways that are 

experienced as meaningful.”28  

 

“the personal qualities that enable one to thrive in the face of adversity”29 

 

For an individual to display resilience, the first key factor is the presence of an adverse situation. 

Ungar and Luthar & Cicchetti define adversity as “atypical stress”30 and “negative life 

circumstances that are known to be statistically associated with adjustment difficulties”31 

respectively.  Given that the degree of adversity may differ – from the loss of a loved one, to 

poverty, to exposure to war – scholars such as Luthar et al. and Ungar emphasize the need to 

qualify the nature of the risk exposure when studying resilience in a particular context. 32,33 

The second key element of resilience is positive adaptation in response to the adversity. Positive 

adaptation can manifest differently in response to different adversities, which is why Luthar et al. 

highlight that the indicators for positive adaptation must be determined in a manner that aligns 

with the nature of the adversity faced. 34 For example, in the instance of exposure to major 

trauma, positive adaptation can mean the absence of psychopathology (e.g., minimal or no 

depression, anxiety, or PTSD)35 as conceptualized in Aitcheson, Abu- Bader, Howell, Khalil, & 

Elbedour’s study.36 In other instances, it can be construed as positive behaviors, emotional 

 
27 Bernhard Leipold and Werner Greve, “Resilience: A Conceptual Bridge between Coping and Development,” 

European Psychologist 14, no. 1 (2009): 41, https://doi.org/10.1027/1016-9040.14.1.40. 
28 Michael Ungar, “Designing Resilience Research: Using Multiple Methods to Investigate Risk Exposure, 

Promotive and Protective Processes, and Contextually Relevant Outcomes for Children and Youth,” Child Abuse & 

Neglect 96 (October 1, 2019): 2, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chiabu.2019.104098. 
29 Kathryn M. Connor and Jonathan R.T. Davidson, “Development of a New Resilience Scale: The Connor-

Davidson Resilience Scale (CD-RISC),” Depression and Anxiety 18, no. 2 (2003): 76, 

https://doi.org/10.1002/da.10113. 
30 Ungar, “Designing Resilience Research,” October 1, 2019, 4. 
31 Suniya S. Luthar and Dante Ciccetti, “The Construct of Resilience: Implications for Interventions and Social 

Policies,” Development and Psychopathology 12, no. 4 (2000): 858. 
32 Luthar, Cicchetti, and Becker, “The Construct of Resilience.” 
33 Ungar, “Designing Resilience Research,” October 1, 2019. 
34 Luthar, Cicchetti, and Becker, “The Construct of Resilience.” 
35 Ann S. Masten and Jenifer L. Powell, “A Resilience Framework for Research, Policy, and Practice,” in Resilience 

and Vulnerability:  Adaptation in the Context of Childhood Adversities (New York, NY, US: Cambridge University 

Press, 2003), 1–25, https://doi.org/10.1017/CBO9780511615788.003. 
36 Rozanna J. Aitcheson et al., “Resilience in Palestinian Adolescents Living in Gaza,” Psychological Trauma: 

Theory, Research, Practice, and Policy 9, no. 1 (2017): 36–43, https://doi.org/10.1037/tra0000153. 
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wellbeing, competence with respect to developmental tasks, or level of academic or social 

performance.37,38 

 

Resilience can manifest in different ways. Masten summarizes three key trajectories that 

resilience can follow: recovery, stress-resistance, or post-traumatic growth (as depicted in Figure 

1).39 The trajectory of recovery can be summarized as ‘bouncing back’ to one’s initial mental 

health state after the risk exposure. Stress-resistance involves maintaining positive development 

through the course of adversity. The third trajectory of post-traumatic growth entails thriving in 

adversity, of bouncing back stronger than before.40 The outcome of ‘impairment’ depicted in 

Figure 1, illustrates the trajectory of maladaptation to risk exposure, resulting in a poor mental 

state post adversity.  

 

Figure 1: Trajectories in Response to Adversity 

 

Image adapted from Masten and Narayan (2012) by Popham, McEwen, and Pluess.41 

 
37 Masten and Powell, “A Resilience Framework for Research, Policy, and Practice.” 
38 Cassandra M. Popham, and McEwen Fiona S., and Michael Pluess, “Psychological Resilience in Response to 

Adverse Experiences: An Integrative Developmental Perspective in the Context of War and Displacement,” in 

Multisystemic Resilience (New York: Oxford University Press, 2021), 

https://doi.org/10.1093/oso/9780190095888.003.0022. 
39 Ann S. Masten, “Resilience Theory and Research on Children and Families: Past, Present, and Promise,” Journal 

of Family Theory & Review 10, no. 1 (2018): 12–31, https://doi.org/10.1111/jftr.12255. 
40 Popham, McEwen, and Pluess, “Psychological Resilience in Response to Adverse Experiences.” 398 
41 Popham, McEwen, and Pluess. 399 
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2.1.1 Trait, process, or outcome? 

While most scholars agree that resilience involves positive adaptation in response to adversity, 

there are differing opinions on the nature of resilience in itself – whether it is a trait, a process or 

an outcome. When conceptualized as a trait, resilience is viewed as a set of characteristics, such 

as a sense of optimism, curiosity, or hardiness, that enable one to adapt when faced with 

challenging situations. A key critique emerging from this definition of resilience as a trait is that 

it places the onus and culpability on the individual, who is believed to either possess or lack the 

traits of resilience.42 Scholars such as Masten and Luthar et al., refute this understanding of 

resilience as a trait, arguing instead that resilience is a process of adaptation.43 In the process-

based understanding, resilience is not viewed as a static state, but rather as contextually and 

temporally specific – one may adapt positively to adversity in one instance, but have a 

maladaptive response to adversity at another point in time.44 Lastly, the outcome-based 

understanding of resilience can be paired with both a trait-based or process-based definition of 

resilience; this places emphasis on the positive outcomes post adversity.45 As mentioned earlier, 

positive outcomes may be defined through indicators of positive mental health or lack of 

psychopathology, or rather, defined in relation to one’s level of functioning prior to the risk 

exposure (referred to as one’s point of “homeostasis”) – namely whether the individual re-

established, maintained or surpassed their original level of functioning.46 

 

2.1.2 Protective and promotive factors, mechanisms, and processes 

Within resilience research, scholars have often investigated protective and promotive factors, or 

mechanisms. Rutter defines protective factors as, ‘‘influences that modify, ameliorate, or alter a 

person’s response to some environmental hazard that predisposes to a maladaptive outcome.’’47 

Various protective factors have been identified including individual characteristics such as self-

 
42 Popham, McEwen, and Pluess., 397 
43 David Fletcher and Mustafa Sarkar, “Psychological Resilience: A Review and Critique of Definitions, Concepts, 

and Theory,” European Psychologist 18 (April 1, 2013): 13, https://doi.org/10.1027/1016-9040/a000124. 
44 Ungar, “Designing Resilience Research,” October 1, 2019, 5. 
45 Shae-Leigh Cynthia Vella and Nagesh Pai, “A Theoretical Review of Psychological Resilience: Defining 

Resilience and Resilience Research over the Decades,” Archives of Medicine and Health Sciences 7 (January 1, 

2019): 234, https://doi.org/10.4103/amhs.amhs_119_19. 
46 Vella and Pai, 236. 
47 Michael Rutter, “Resilience in the Face of Adversity: Protective Factors and Resistance to Psychiatric Disorder,” 

The British Journal of Psychiatry 147 (1985): 600, https://doi.org/10.1192/bjp.147.6.598. 
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esteem, spirituality, positive emotions, and hardiness;48 actions such as improving diet, physical 

activity, participating in religious rituals, and sharing problems with peers; as well societal 

factors such as job opportunities, access to healthcare services, housing stability, and culturally 

sensitive health education programs.49  

 

Meanwhile, the term ‘promotive factors’ has been used to describe factors that have a beneficial 

effect irrespective of the risk exposure – for example, repeated experiences of success.50 Some 

literature also use the terms protective and promotive ‘mechanisms’ or ‘processes,’ which were 

introduced in lieu of ‘factors’ to illustrate the adaptative, rather than stable, nature of the 

influences that buffer against adversity. Nonetheless, most contemporary scholarship, including 

this thesis, use the terms factors, processes, and mechanisms interchangeably, with the 

understanding that they refer to protective or promotive influences that may be stable or 

adaptive.51 Table 1 summarizes some of the personal characteristics that researchers have 

associated with resilience over the years. 

 

Image taken from Connor and Davidson (2003)52 

 
48 Fletcher and Sarkar, “Psychological Resilience,” 15. 
49 Hadi Farahani et al., “A Systematic Review of the Protective and Risk Factors Influencing the Mental Health of 

Forced Migrants: Implications for Sustainable Intercultural Mental Health Practice,” Social Sciences 10, no. 9 

(September 2021): 7–15, https://doi.org/10.3390/socsci10090334. 
50 Fletcher and Sarkar, “Psychological Resilience,” 15. 
51 Popham, McEwen, and Pluess, “Psychological Resilience in Response to Adverse Experiences.” 397 
52 Connor and Davidson, “Development of a New Resilience Scale,” 77. 
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2.1.3 Measuring resilience 

Building on these features of resilience identified in Table 1, Connor and Davidson developed 

the Connor-Davidson Resilience scale (CD-RISC), a 25-item tool they developed to measure 

resilience, which is summarized in Table 2.  

 

Image taken from Connor and Davidson (2003)53 

The scale is employed by each item being self-rated by the individual on a 5-point sliding scale, 

with a higher score indicating greater resilience.54 The CD-RISC is not the only measure of 

resilience; other widely used scales of resilience include, the Resilience Scale for Adults (RSA), 

the Brief Resilience Scale, and the Resilience Scale (RS).55 Although this study does not seek to 

measure resilience, the content of a resilience scale is displayed here to illustrate an example of 

how resiliency can be quantified. The drawback of the CD-RISC is that it conceptualizes 

 
53 Connor and Davidson; Connor and Davidson. 
54 Connor and Davidson, “Development of a New Resilience Scale.” 
55 Gill Windle, Kate M Bennett, and Jane Noyes, “A Methodological Review of Resilience Measurement Scales,” 

Health and Quality of Life Outcomes 9, no. 1 (2011): 13, https://doi.org/10.1186/1477-7525-9-8. 
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resilience as “personal qualities,”56 and thus it omits other external or societal factors that may 

contribute to an individual’s resilience, such as job opportunities or inclusive welfare systems. 

Quantitative approaches to study resilience tend to identify protective factors a priori and leave 

limited room for new processes or mechanisms that have not been explored in the literature to 

emerge. This research leverages pre-existing literature and is informed by scales such as the CD-

RISC, while still rooting itself in the data that emerges from the qualitative feedback of 

participants.     

 

2.2 Resilience versus coping 

The literature on resilience is closely affiliated with the notion of coping in psychology. Folkman 

defines coping as, “cognitive and behavioral efforts to master, reduce, or tolerate the internal 

and/or external demands that are created by the stressful transaction.”57 Resilience and coping 

have often been used interchangeably,58 or in close dialogue, with some scholars defining 

resilience as successfully coping with an adverse situation.59  One can note the overlap when 

considering factors such as religion and spirituality, which can act as protective factors bolstering 

resilience or as coping mechanisms. However, Fletcher and Sarkar stress the conceptual 

difference between the two notions, arguing that resilience affects the appraisal of an event 

whereas coping is reactionary response employed after the appraisal of an event.60 Thus, greater 

resilience can encourage a more positive appraisal of a stressful event. A key distinction to note 

between resilience and coping is that coping mechanisms may take a positive or negative form – 

ranging from encouraging self-talk to substance abuse.61 

 

This research leverages the framework of coping only insofar as it helps us understand the 

resilience process of individuals; given that the focus of this research is on understanding how 

 
56 Connor and Davidson, “Development of a New Resilience Scale.” 
57 Susan Folkman, “Personal Control and Stress and Coping Processes: A Theoretical Analysis,” Journal of 

Personality and Social Psychology 46, no. 4 (April 1984): 843, https://doi.org/10.1037//0022-3514.46.4.839. 
58 Fletcher and Sarkar, “Psychological Resilience,” 16. 
59 Qiaobing Wu and Ying Ou, “Toward a Multisystemic Resilience Framework for Migrant Youth,” in 

Multisystemic Resilience (New York: Oxford University Press, 2021), 376, 

https://doi.org/10.1093/oso/9780190095888.003.0021. 
60 Fletcher and Sarkar, “Psychological Resilience,” 16. 
61 Ibid. 
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individuals have positively adapted to their circumstances, the employment of so-called negative 

coping mechanisms such as substance abuse are not investigated in this study.  

 

2.3 Resilience and coping processes among forced migrants 

This study will build on the existing base of literature on resilience and coping processes among 

forced migrants. Scholars have employed both qualitative and quantitative methodologies to 

examine these themes. Most contemporary studies conceptualize resilience as multidimensional 

and examine the role of both personal attributes as well as social environments in resilience 

processes. Key factors that are identified as promoters of resilience include family and 

community cohesion and support, a sense of collective identity, religion, future-oriented mindset, 

a sense of purpose, and personal qualities such as hardiness and self-esteem.62,63 Meanwhile, in 

instances of extended displacement, continuous adversity, and older age, scholars note lower 

levels of resilience, which in turn predicts poorer mental health.64 More recently, some studies 

have specifically examined resilience and coping in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. For 

example, Bentley et al. found that faith and social connection played an important role in 

contributing to community resiliency within the Somali refugee community in the United States 

during the pandemic.65 Additionally, Browne et al. examined factors that have both promoted 

and challenged the resilience of refugee children and families during the pandemic, which are 

summarized in Figure 2.66 

 

 

 

 
62 Chesmal Siriwardhana et al., “A Systematic Review of Resilience and Mental Health Outcomes of Conflict-

Driven Adult Forced Migrants,” Conflict and Health 8, no. 1 (August 20, 2014): 13, https://doi.org/10.1186/1752-

1505-8-13. 
63 Miriam Posselt et al., “Enablers of Psychological Well-Being for Refugees and Asylum Seekers Living in 

Transitional Countries: A Systematic Review,” Health & Social Care in the Community 27, no. 4 (November 11, 

2018): 808–23, https://doi.org/10.1111/hsc.12680. 
64 Siriwardhana et al., “A Systematic Review of Resilience and Mental Health Outcomes of Conflict-Driven Adult 

Forced Migrants,” August 20, 2014. 
65 Jacob A. Bentley et al., “Local to Global: Somali Perspectives on Faith, Community, and Resilience in Response 

to COVID-19.,” Psychological Trauma: Theory, Research, Practice, and Policy 12, no. S1 (20200713): 261, 

https://doi.org/10.1037/tra0000854. 
66 Dillon Thomas Browne, Jackson Andrew Smith, and Jean de Dieu Basabose, “Refugee Children and Families 

During the COVID-19 Crisis: A Resilience Framework for Mental Health,” Journal of Refugee Studies 34, no. 1 

(March 1, 2021): 1138–49, https://doi.org/10.1093/jrs/feaa113. 
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Figure 2: Impact of COVID-19 Refugee Children and Families 

 

 

Image taken from Browne et al. (2021)67 

Browne et al. identified a mix of personal and social resources that promoted resilience amid the 

pandemic – language fluency, economic situation, educational experiences, faith and spirituality, 

coping perspective, kinship network, cultural community, social support, host country polices, 

and helping agencies.68 Bearing these pre-established promotive and protective elements in 

mind, this study will examine if and how such mechanisms have manifested in the context of 

Lesvos through the course of the COVID-19 pandemic.  

 

2.4 Conceptual framework of this study 

In this study, resilience is understood through Luthar et al.’s definition, which views resilience as 

a “dynamic process encompassing positive adaptation within the context of significant 

adversity.”69 This process-based definition of resilience is the most appropriate for examining the 

refugee context on Lesvos, given its emphasis on the dynamic nature of resilience. Firstly, this 

definition allows one to appreciate that there may be fluctuations in resiliency over the course of 

time – individuals may have a harder time successfully coping with adversities during one period 

 
67 Browne, Smith, and Basabose. 
68 Ibid. 
69 Luthar, Cicchetti, and Becker, “The Construct of Resilience.” 
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and an easier time coping during another period. By virtue of simply having taken the decision to 

journey across the Mediterranean by sea and arrive in Lesvos, one can assume that the 

individuals arriving on the island exhibited a degree of resiliency prior to their stay on Lesvos. 

The events and risk exposure following their arrival may then have been met with varying levels 

of adaptation, with some asylum seekers exhibiting maladaptation and others positive adaptation. 

An individual’s level of adaptation may have continued to fluctuate over the course of their stay 

in Lesvos. Secondly, this thesis conceptualizes resiliency as dynamic not only in that it can 

fluctuate within an individual through time, but also in that it can manifest differently between 

individuals. Resiliency operates on a spectrum, and positive adaptation may manifest in varying 

“degrees of functionality,”70 as Mahdiani and Ungar term it, for different individuals. For 

example, an individual who does not exhibit signs of PTSD and someone who is an active 

refugee rights advocate could both be considered resilient individuals.  

 

Given that there can be varying degrees of functionality for resilient individuals and that the 

degree of functionality will be intricately tied to one’s unique background and context, this thesis 

does not pre-define criteria for positive adaptation. Rather, on-the-ground definitions of 

resilience will be explored during the research itself, by asking local actors what resilience 

means to them and how they have seen it manifest. The scope defined by local actors will 

contribute to how Luthar et al.’s definition of resilience is operationalized for this research. For 

example, one significant question that cannot be answered a priori is whether a lack of 

psychopathology is an adequate measure of positive adaptation or whether it sets the bar too high 

in light of the cumulative trauma that refugees on Lesvos have been exposed to.  

 

Moreover, it is important to note that the objective of this research is not to measure resilience or 

to trace any causality between degrees of risk exposure and subsequent degrees of resilience 

exhibited. The key focus of this study is understanding the process of resilience in itself rather 

than the outcome of one’s resilience. It seeks to understand the protective and promotive factors 

that have helped unmarried refugees and asylum seekers positively adapt and successfully cope 

during the pandemic. 

 
70 Hamideh Mahdiani and Michael Ungar, “The Dark Side of Resilience,” Adversity and Resilience Science 2, no. 3 

(September 1, 2021): 148, https://doi.org/10.1007/s42844-021-00031-z. 
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology 
 
 

3.1. Research question and methodological design  

This study relies on a qualitative methodology in order to answer the following research 

question: “What factors have contributed to the resilience and coping process of refugees and 

asylum seekers residing in Lesvos during the COVID-19 pandemic?” Findings are based on an 

11-week field study in Lesvos from September 2021 to November 2021 that utilized 23 in-depth, 

semi-structured interviews (see Tables 3 and 4 for details) as well as participant observation. 

Participant triangulation was used to validate data and attain a multi-level understanding of the 

situation on Lesvos. 

 

A qualitative approach was adopted given the dearth of qualitative studies on resilience in the 

literature and the unique ability of these studies to provide insight into contextual nuances of 

resilience and coping processes. Moreover, Ungar highlights how qualitative studies can add to 

the burgeoning literature on resilience by exploring yet unnamed protective processes and 

offering thick descriptions of an experience within a particular context. He also notes their 

capacity to allow for reflexivity in analysis, avoid excessive generalization, and empower 

marginalized voices.71 In order to provide rich thick descriptions of resiliency on Lesvos, this 

thesis employs case stories.  

 

3.2. Participant observation 

In order to better understand the lived experiences of refugees and asylum seekers on Lesvos, I 

volunteered with two organizations – Yoga and Sport with Refugees (YSR) and another 

organization that preferred not to be named – over the course of 11 weeks. I spent three days a 

week inside the RIC and two days a week at YSR’s gym, which was located approximately a 

kilometer from the RIC. Over the course of my fieldwork, I was able to interact with refugees 

residing within the RIC and those residing outside the camp. Through YSR, I was fortunate to 

have the opportunity to learn various sports from and with refugees and develop close 

 
71 Michael Ungar, “Qualitative Contributions to Resilience Research,” Qualitative Social Work 2, no. 1 (March 1, 

2003): 85, https://doi.org/10.1177/1473325003002001123. 
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friendships – this helped break down the asymmetrical power dynamic that often exists between 

researchers and participants. I also attended social events, such as a No Borders Rap concert, 

demonstrations and protests, and informal social gatherings. I had the chance to meet and 

develop friendships with volunteers and staff who worked with various organizations on Lesvos, 

which also deepened my understanding of the functioning and dynamics within and between 

CBOs on Lesvos. 

 

3.3. Interviews 
 

3.3.1. Participant triangulation 

Semi-structured, in-depth interviews were conducted with 13 refugees and asylum seekers, 2 

mental health professionals, 5 CBO staff, and 3 international volunteers. The rationale for 

speaking to a diverse array of stakeholders was to be able to complement the emic perspective 

provided by the refugees and asylum seekers with the etic perspective of local actors that have 

observed the impact of the pandemic and the responses of refugees before and during the 

pandemic. Mental health professionals were consulted in order to gain a more clinical 

understanding of resilience in the context of Lesvos; this was supplemented with the perspectives 

of CBO staff who offered insights into the various programs run on Lesvos and an understanding 

of the systemic impact of the pandemic. International volunteers were also consulted given that 

they were often closer to the day-to-day activities run by CBOs and could, on occasion, establish 

a more intimate rapport with refugees than CBO staff. The 23 refugees and international 

humanitarian actors who were interviewed represented eleven different CBOs/IOs working on 

Lesvos. 

 

3.3.2. Interview guides 

Semi-structured interview guides were developed for refugees, mental health professionals, and 

CBO staff/volunteers respectively (see Appendices 2, 3, and 4). Most interviews lasted between 

30 minutes to one hour, and covered questions relating to how the pandemic affected refugees’ 

lives, how refugees adapted and coped in light of these changes, and what recommendations the 

participant would suggest to nurture resiliency among refugees. For refugees who also worked as 

translators or coordinators, the questions targeted both self-appraisal of their own adaptation as 
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well as their observations on how others around them adapted during the pandemic. Mental 

health professionals and CBO staff/volunteers were asked how they would define resilience in 

the context of Lesvos and how they had witnessed it among refugees on the island. During the 

interviews with refugees, however, the term ‘resilience’ was omitted to avoid narrowing the 

scope of their responses within a rigid academic or clinic definition of resilience, and because 

most were not familiar with the term itself.  

 

3.3.3. Profile of interviewees and sampling approach 

My active engagement with two community organizations facilitated participant recruitment. An 

initial set of participants were identified in partnership with CBO staff, and participants were 

individually asked to suggest other participants who would meet the sampling criteria (snowball 

sampling). Refugees and asylum seekers who were interviewed were unmarried, adults over the 

age of 18, and currently residing in Lesvos – selection of participants was not limited to any 

single gender, race, or ethnicity. All the refugees and asylum seekers selected for interviews 

were either part of a CBO/IO as an employee, volunteer, or as a regular participant in their 

activities, or active community leaders within the RIC. Their involvement in an organization 

and/or leadership indicated their ability to “sustain positive functioning under stress.”72 This 

ensured that all refugees and asylum seekers who were interviewed could be considered as 

having exhibited resiliency and adapted amidst the COVID-19 pandemic, and thus could be 

appropriately questioned on what helped them be resilient. While this selection criteria may have 

excluded resilient refugees who exhibited lower or different degrees of functionality, the 

triangulation of interview participants and nature of the interview guides were designed to also 

capture some of the experiences of refugees with a different degree of functionality through 

secondary observations. For example, mental health translators and psychologists were asked 

about whether they witnessed resiliency among their patients and camp residents in general, and 

if so, what protective factors or coping mechanisms they observed. All interviews were 

conducted in English, and individuals who would not communicate in English were screened 

out.  

 

 
72 Ungar, “Designing Resilience Research,” October 1, 2019, 2. 
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In keeping with qualitative research principles, there was no predetermined sample size; rather, 

the criterion of theoretical saturation was used to continue sampling participants until no new 

insights emerged from the data. A total of 13 refugees and asylum seekers (10 men, 3 women, 

aged between 20 and 43), 8 NGO workers, and 2 mental health professionals were interviewed 

over the course of the fieldwork. Interviews were conducted in English and subsequently 

transcribed verbatim. Transcripts were then de-identified and audio recordings were deleted after 

verifying the quality of the transcription to protect the confidentiality of participants. The profile 

of interview participants is detailed below in Tables 3 and 4. 

 

Table 3: Demographic Details of Interviews with Refugees and Asylum Seekers 

Name* Affiliation Country of 

Origin 

Age Range Gender Arrival in 

Lesvos 

Fatima English Teacher, 

CBO 

Afghanistan 25-35 Female 2019 

Razia Health Promotor, 

Medical IO  

Afghanistan 25-35 Female 2019 

Aaina Coordinator and 

Translator, Mental 

Health Clinic  

Afghanistan 25-35 Female 2021 

Aaqil Translator, Medical 

CBO 

Afghanistan < 25 Male 2019 

Sayed Translator, Medical 

CBO 

Afghanistan 25 -35 Male 2019 

Fakirullah Translator, Medical 

CBO  

Coordinator, CBO 

Afghanistan < 25 Male 2019 

Ibrahim Coach, YSR Afghanistan 25 - 35 Male 2019 

Fawad Coach, YSR  

English Teacher, 

CBO 

Afghanistan < 25 Male 2019 

Majid Team Leader, CBO Afghanistan < 25 Male 2019 
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Armaan Volunteer, CBO Iran < 25 Male 2019 

Raed Founder, Moria 

White Helmets 

Syria 36 - 45 Male 2019 

Mohammad Volunteer, CBO Syria < 25 Male 2019 

Abeo Community Leader Nigeria 25 - 35 Male 2021 

 

*Most names have been changed to protect the identity and confidentiality of individuals. The 

decision to use pseudonyms was taken to ensure the humanization of research participants. 

 

Table 4: Demographic Details of Interviews with Mental Health Professionals, CBO/IO 

staff, and Volunteers 

Name Position Name or Type of 

Organization 

Time spent working in 

Lesvos   

Carlota Psychologist Medical CBO 24 months 

Melina Mental Health Caseworker International Organization 6 months 

Estelle Founder Yoga and Sport with 

Refugees (YSR) 

48 months 

Louise Volunteer Coordinator; 

Physiotherapist 

Yoga and Sport with 

Refugees; Medical CBO 

24 months 

Anonymous Community Volunteer 

Coordinator 

CBO inside the RIC 24 months 

Anonymous Visiting Volunteer and 

Protection Coordinator; 

Field Operations Officers 

CBO inside the RIC 8 months 

Shirin PR and Communications 

Officer 

Stand by Me Lesvos 7 months 

Linda International Volunteer Medical CBO; Yoga and 

Sport with Refugees 

9 months 

Aryan International Volunteer Yoga and Sport with 

Refugees 

2.5 months 
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Ouzra International Volunteer 

(Dari/Farsi translator) 

Becky’s Bathhouse 2 months 

 

3.4. Ethics and informed consent 

Verbal informed consent was obtained from all interview participants. All interviewees were 

assured that participation was completely voluntary and that they may refuse to participate, decline 

to answer any questions, or terminate their involvement in the research at any time prior to the 

write-up of the research findings. Refugees and asylum seekers were informed that they would be 

completely de-identified for reasons of security and privacy, while non-profit and mental health 

actors were given the choice to keep their personal name and/or the name of the organization they 

were affiliated with anonymous. Please see Appendix 1 for the verbal consent template. Both 

organizations I volunteered with were also informed of my research, and consent was obtained 

from the coordinators to engage in participant observation. The insights gained through participant 

observation help inform the overall body of this research, but no direct quotes are taken from 

personal conversations held outside of interviews.  

 

Given the delicate situation that many asylum seekers are in and the trauma that they may have 

undergone or are undergoing, care was taken to identify interview participants who felt 

comfortable answering questions and had already demonstrated an openness to speak about their 

situation – any individual displaying any external signs of severe psychological distress were 

deliberately excluded in order to prevent further harm. Organizations providing psychosocial 

support were also identified in advance for potential referral, for any individual who may ask or 

start experiencing mental distress. 

 

3.5. Grounded theory and template analysis  

A grounded theory approach was used for data analysis. In line with grounded theory, this study 

did not test preconceived hypotheses, but rather allowed hypotheses to emerge organically from 

the data. However, instead of strictly adhering to Glaser and Strauss’ traditional grounded theory 
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model which relies purely on inductive reasoning,73 the data from this study was analyzed using 

a combination of inductive and deductive thematic analysis.  

 

I first familiarized myself with a subset of the interviews and read through each transcript 

carefully to highlight codes that contributed to the research question. Certain a priori codes were 

established based on the literature on resilience, and these codes were then supplemented and 

modified by codes derived directly from the interview transcripts. The lateral and hierarchical 

relationships between the codes were critically examined, so that the codes could be grouped into 

clusters. I then derived “integrative themes”74 by tracing cross-cutting themes across clusters and 

establishing an initial coding template. This template was then successively applied to the 

transcripts and iteratively modified as needed to capture all the themes that emerged from the 

data that were relevant to the research question.  

 

3.6 Limitations 
 

One of the key limitations of this study is that it cannot isolate the impact of the COVID-19 

pandemic. The effect of the pandemic is fundamentally embedded in and intricately connected to 

the socio-political landscape of Lesvos, which includes refugees’ asylum process, living 

conditions within and outside the camp, xenophobia, and more. In Lesvos, the period of the 

pandemic, starting from March 2020, witnessed not only new public health guidelines, but also a 

fire that destroyed camp Moria, a 5.0 magnitude earthquake,75 and the end of cash allowances for 

refugees living independently.76 This research is temporally situated in a specific context – 

during a public health crisis – but for refugees, the psychological process of resilience does not 

 
73 Ylona Chun Tie, Melanie Birks, and Karen Francis, “Grounded Theory Research: A Design Framework for 

Novice Researchers,” SAGE Open Medicine 7 (January 2, 2019): 2050312118822927, 
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74 Joanna Brooks et al., “The Utility of Template Analysis in Qualitative Psychology Research,” Qualitative 

Research in Psychology 12, no. 2 (April 3, 2015): 202–22, https://doi.org/10.1080/14780887.2014.955224. 
75 Tasos Kokkinidis, “5.0 Earthquake Strikes Lesvos on Monday,” GreekReporter, February 1, 2021, 

https://greekreporter.com/2021/02/01/5-0-earthquake-strikes-lesvos-on-monday/. 
76 “Greece: Asylum Seekers in Risk of Destitution as Cash Allowance Ends, Alarming Number of Unaccompanied 

Children on the Street, Poor Psychological Support on Lesvos Persists Amid Closure of Dignified Camp, German 

Court Suspends Returns to Greece, Trial of Criminalised Asylum Seeker,” European Council on Refugees and 

Exiles (blog), April 23, 2021, https://ecre.org/greece-asylum-seekers-in-risk-of-destitution-as-cash-allowance-ends-

alarming-number-of-unaccompanied-children-on-the-street-poor-psychological-support-on-lesvos-persists-amid-

closure-of-dignified-c/. 
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necessarily start or stop with the onset of COVID-19. Thus, the manner in which individuals 

have adapted will not be solely in relation to the pandemic, but rather, in relation to a host of 

adversities that they faced concomitantly, including but not limited to COVID-19. In the same 

vein, the factors that emerge from this research as contributing to individuals’ resilience and 

coping processes, will not necessarily be COVID-specific. While it is important to bear this 

limitation in mind, it does not negate the validity of the findings because the purpose of this 

research is not to isolate which factors helped individuals be resilient to the pandemic, but rather, 

to understand which factors nurtured individuals’ resiliency during the pandemic.  

 

Another limitation is the uneven distribution of nationalities and gender of the interview 

participants. Of the 13 refugees interviewed, ten were men and three were women. With respect 

to nationality, nine individuals were from Afghanistan, amongst which the vast majority were 

Hazara, two individuals were from Syria, one from Iran, and one from Nigeria. The over-

representation of Afghans and men in the sample is not a grave limitation, given that during the 

time of this research in October 2021, 72% of the refugee population on Lesvos was Afghan and 

47% of the population was adult men (in contrast to the 21% who were adult women).77 

However, the lack of representation of Somalis, who accounted for approximately 9% of the 

refugee population, and Congolese, who accounted for 5% of the population,78 does skew the 

sample. Moreover, the lack of representation of non-Afghan women amongst interviewees, in 

particular, is a drawback.  

 

The restriction of interview participants to English speakers created a large barrier and limited 

the diversity of the sample size. The inability of interview participants to answer in their mother 

tongue may have also limited the scope and depth of their answers. Ideally, interviews should 

have been conducted in English, French, Arabic, and Farsi/Dari; however, this was not possible 

due to capacity constraints. 

 

 
77 “Lesvos Weekly Snapshot” (UNHCR Greece, October 26, 2021), 

https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/mediterranean/location/5179. 
78 Ibid. 
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Moreover, theoretical saturation was reached as a whole, and not within each subgroup of 

interview participants. This was particularly relevant in the subgroup of mental health 

professionals, which only comprised two participants. While the inclusion of five medical 

translators from the refugee community helped fill this gap in part through their work in mental 

health clinics and intimate exposure to the psychological distress that patients expressed during 

consultations, there was still an underrepresentation of professional, clinical perspectives on 

resilience.  

 

It is important to note that the cross-sectional design of this study only allows us one glimpse in 

time – findings are predominantly based on interviewees’ perceptions at that particular moment 

in time. The types of coping mechanisms that individuals recall using may have differed if this 

study were conducted during the first lockdown or immediately after the Moria fire. Likewise, if 

this study were conducted after individuals gain asylum and leave Lesvos, their reflections would 

again differ.  

 

Lastly, the social desirability bias may have also affected interviewees’ responses; however, the 

triangulation of interview participants likely helped limit the affect of this on the overall findings 

of the study. 

 

3.7. Researcher positionality and reflexivity 

As a qualitative researcher, it is important to practice reflexivity and consider one’s own 

positionality to acknowledge and evaluate how one influences and shapes the knowledge they 

produce.79 This section takes a critical and reflexive lens on researcher and subject positioning, 

identity, and the role of assumptions during the interview process and participant observation. 

 

As participant observer who volunteered alongside conducting research, my position vis-à-vis 

the interviewees of this study oscillated between that of a researcher, a friend, and a peer. My 

positionality was particularly relevant with respect to the refugees I interviewed, given that my 

 
79 Sandra Corlett and Sharon Mavin, “Reflexivity and Researcher Positionality,” in The SAGE Handbook of 

Qualitative Business and Management Research Methods: History and Traditions, by Catherine Cassell, Ann 

Cunliffe, and Gina Grandy (1 Oliver’s Yard, 55 City Road London EC1Y 1SP: SAGE Publications Ltd, 2018), 377–

98, https://doi.org/10.4135/9781526430212.n23. 
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relationship with nearly all of them was rooted first in the form of a friendship and only secondly 

as that of a researcher. This facilitated my ability to have an honest conversation with them about 

their lives, made them feel more at ease during the interview process, and improved my ability to 

contextualize their responses during the interview and ask appropriate probing questions.  

 

The shift between my role as a friend and as a researcher during an interview had noticeable 

implications for the interviewee’s positionality as well. There would often be a fluidity in the 

manner that participants would position themselves during the course of the interview – 

traversing between their role as an individual or friend, as a research participant being recorded, 

and as a representative of the refugee community. When I explained the aims of the study, there 

were some who had preconceived notions regarding what they expected I wanted to hear as a 

researcher or what they considered should be the public narrative that they must put out as a 

‘refugee.’ For example, some interviewees assumed that as a researcher, I would want to know 

about traumas they had endured in the past. Other interviewees described at length the horrific 

conditions of Moria unprompted. The shift in setting from having personal conversations with 

someone to recording an interview with them also affected what they were willing to share. I 

noticed this twice in particular during recorded interviews – once with respect to an interviewee 

choosing to only disclose their legal age instead of their real age and another time when an 

interviewee deliberately misrepresented where they lived. These ‘half-truths’ did not affect the 

results of this study; however, my ability to identify what participants considered sensitive 

enough to hide on recording did help improve my ability to ensure better confidentiality for all 

participants. For example, age brackets have been used in lieu of exact numbers. 

 

My identity as an Indian woman also played a role in my relationship with interviewees. The 

positive perception that most Afghans had of Indians and the cultural similarities between the 

two nationalities made it easier for me to establish rapport with this community, even in such a 

limited time frame. Given this, the interviews conducted with Afghans often resulted in more 

intimate conversations and tended to comprise richer data. My identity as a woman may have 

also affected the interviews in that there may have been some details that men would be less 

comfortable disclosing in front of me; alternatively, it may have also made it easier for some 

men to discuss more emotional topics. 
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Lastly, it is important to take a critical look at the role that both my assumptions and the 

temporal and social limits of my observations played in this research. Initially, I had assumed 

that social connectedness would be one of the most dominant factors in promoting resiliency. As 

a participant observer, I noticed several interactions that I would term friendship, but was taken 

aback when the same individuals I observed would mention that they do not have friends in the 

camp. In order to limit the effect of this research being a reflection of my individual outlook, I 

have tried to be intentional about triangulating various perspectives – that of my own 

observations, of mental health professionals, CBO/IO workers, and refugees. Amongst these 

perspectives, I have placed greatest emphasis on the voices of refugees themselves, whom I 

believe are best positioned to address this research question. The greatest challenge in presenting 

an authentic portrayal of the impact of COVID-19 and adaptation during this period has been 

trying to re-create and understand the lived experiences of refugees during 2020 to early 2021, 

when I was not physically present in Lesvos. When I first arrived in Lesvos, I would have 

characterized every person I encountered as highly resilient because of the overwhelming 

normalcy and positivity that characterized all my interactions with the refugee community. It was 

only with time that I came to see the nuances of this and to understand that the same individuals I 

encountered now may have had very different experiences, responses, and trajectories one year 

ago. The world I was exposed to as a participant observer, was, on the whole, a ‘happy bubble’ – 

it was the few hours where people would be surrounded by friends, practicing a sport they were 

passionate about. The reality that psychologists witness on a day-to-day basis or the reality that 

existed a year or two ago, are completely different.80 In order to ensure that this research is not 

constrained by these factors, I spent a significant amount of time reading accounts by refugees 

and local actors on the events of 2020-2021 and discussing this with people I met in Lesvos who 

were present during that period. When evaluating the findings of this study, one must keep the 

context and positionality of the researcher in mind. 

 

 

 
80 Carlota (psychologist), interview by author, Lesvos, October 14, 2021. 
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Chapter 4: Risk Exposure: Life on Lesvos and the Impact of COVID-19 
 

When designing and conducting research on resilience, Ungar highlights the importance of first 

understanding the risk exposure that a population faces in order to then examine the promotive 

and protective factors and processes that have mitigated the risk exposure.81 The nature of the 

adversities that refugees and asylum seekers on Lesvos face – and how COVID-19 has played a 

role in this risk exposure – is examined in this chapter by compiling findings from relevant 

literature as well as primary interviews and observations. Since this study is only concerned with 

unmarried adults, this section will focus specifically on the adversities relevant to this 

demographic – challenges unique to married individuals or children, such as the disruption of 

children’s education,82 identity crises arising from reconfiguration of gender roles in marriages, 

or familial stress resulting from children mediating as translators83 are all outside of the scope of 

this thesis. 

 

4.1. Pre-migration, migration, and post-migration stressors 

Before delving into the impact of the pandemic, it is important to highlight the stressors that 

refugees and asylum seekers faced prior to and irrespective of the pandemic. Most asylum 

seekers arriving in Lesvos have experienced at least one traumatic event pre-migration or en 

route to Greece. MSF has documented how patients have experienced torture, persecution, 

violence, harassment, bombing, shelling, incarceration, shipwrecks, and violent pushbacks.84 

During migration, there is also the trauma of the journey itself – deaths, violent pushbacks, and 

multiple attempts at the crossing are documented occurrences. A more detailed summary of pre-

migration and migration stressors can be found in Table 6 (page 46). 

Upon arriving in Lesvos, there was a new host of stressors and traumas to face: the uncertainty of 

one’s asylum decision, fear of deportation, violence and insecurity in the camp, overcrowding 

 
81 Michael Ungar, “Designing Resilience Research: Using Multiple Methods to Investigate Risk Exposure, 

Promotive and Protective Processes, and Contextually Relevant Outcomes for Children and Youth,” Child Abuse & 

Neglect 96 (October 1, 2019): 2, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chiabu.2019.104098. 
82 “Excluded and Segregated | The Vanishing Education of Refugee Children in Greece” (Refugee Support Aegean, 

April 13, 2021), https://rsaegean.org/en/excluded-and-segregated-the-vanishing-education-of-refugee-children-in-

greece/. 
83 Carlota (psychologist), interview by author, Lesvos, October 14, 2021. 
84 “Constructing Crisis at Europe’s Border,” 8. 
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and poor living conditions, and separation from family members, among other challenges. In 

early January 2020, Lesvos was at 663% overcrowding. 85 18,806 refugees were residing on the 

island, which had an infrastructural capacity of 2,840.86 At this point, there were three main 

camps in Lesvos: Moria, Kara Tepe, and Pikpa, with Moria hosting the vast majority of asylum 

seekers. The conditions in Moria have been described as a “living hell,”87 with severe 

overcrowding, instances of violent stabbings and sexual violence, unreliable electricity, long 

queues, insufficient access to healthcare, poor quality of food, and inadequate sanitation.88 

Between January and September 2020, there had been 50 people injured during fights and seven 

deaths due to stabbings in Moria.89 Pikpa and Kara Tepe, by contrast, were considered dignified 

alternatives to Moria; however, the Greek government decided to close Pikpa and Kara Tepe in 

October 202090 and April 202191 respectively. When discussing the impact of COVID-19 on 

camp residents, this chapter focuses predominantly on the conditions for those residing within 

Moria, given that it hosted the majority of refugees and nearly all interviewees who participated 

in this research lived in Moria when they first arrived. 

Regardless of where asylum seekers resided – whether in one of the camps or outside within the 

city – a common challenge was navigating the asylum system. Asylum seekers not only faced 

uncertainty and protracted wait times for their decisions, but also the risk of separation from 

family members. Adults within the same household would have separate case files, meaning that 

two siblings, or a parent and child who is over the age of 18, could receive an acceptance and 

rejection respectively or face different processing times. It is also important to note that the 

majority of asylum seekers arriving in Lesvos did not wish to settle there, but rather migrate to 

Germany, France, the Netherlands or another higher income nation that presented more 

 
85 Martha Roussou and Niamh Nic Carthaigh, “Cruelty of Containment” (International Rescue Committee, 

December 17, 2020), 7, https://www.rescue-uk.org/report/cruelty-containment. 
86 Ibid. 
87 Annie Chapman, “A Doctor’s Story: Inside the ‘Living Hell’ of Moria Refugee Camp,” The Guardian, February 

9, 2020, sec. World news, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/feb/09/moria-refugee-camp-doctors-story-

lesbos-greece. 
88 Chapman. 
89 Roussou and Nic Carthaigh, “Cruelty of Containment,” 19. 
90 “Closure of Model Camp on Greek Islands amidst Horrific Living Conditions Is Cause for Concern,” Oxfam 

International, April 21, 2021, https://www.oxfam.org/en/press-releases/closure-model-camp-greek-islands-amidst-

horrific-living-conditions-cause-concern. 
91 “About Pikpa Camp,” Lesvos Solidarity, accessed January 18, 2022, https://lesvossolidarity.org/en/what-we-

do/pikpa-camp. 
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economic opportunities or where they had family or friends. The nature of the EU asylum 

system, however, dictates that even if asylum seekers receive an acceptance in Greece, they must 

restart the asylum process in their new host country if they choose to resettle outside of Greece. 

Thus, even for those who receive a positive decision, other stressors regarding where they 

migrate to next, what their next asylum process in this country will look like, and what their 

future holds, remain as challenges.92   

 

4.2. Impact of COVID-19 

Unlike other situations of ‘risk exposure’ in which a specific period of adversity may be 

established after which one may display a trajectory of resilience (see Figure 1, pg.16), in the 

context of Lesvos, refugees are in a constant state of adversity. It is within this backdrop that the 

COVID-19 pandemic arrived as a new adversity in March 2020 that added to and amplified 

certain pre-existing stressors. One of the most prominent ways in which COVID-19 altered life 

for refugees on Lesvos was the restriction of movement. On March 21, 2020, the Greek 

government enforced a lockdown, which included severely limiting the entry and exit of those 

hosted within refugee camps. There was a clear discrepancy between the measures enforced for 

refugees as opposed to locals – lockdowns and restrictions within the RIC were continuously 

prolonged, even while across the nation the government lifted most COVID-19 restrictions in 

May 2020.93 A coordinator at YSR reflects, 

“They were just playing with people's mind like, in two weeks, you can go out. We were also 

in lockdown, and there was also a lot of restrictions for us. But we could still somehow move 

around, we could still go to Moria and go in the mountains and train with the guys, but they 

couldn't go here. So, everyone was seeing the shift happening. And it just made people more 

and more crazy in some way in the camp.” – Louise94 

The implications of the lockdown in refugee camps went beyond a mere inconvenience or sense 

of injustice.  

 
92 Ibrahim (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 4, 2021. 
93 Greek Council for Refugees, “Reception and Identification Procedure,” Asylum Information Database | European 

Council on Refugees and Exiles, June 10, 2021, https://asylumineurope.org/reports/country/greece/asylum-

procedure/access-procedure-and-registration/reception-and-identification-procedure/. 
94 Louise (YSR coordinator), interview by author, Lesvos, November 15, 2021. 
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“When the lockdown was start[ed], we just stay home and I didn't go outside to make friends, to 

go to the class, to go to work. Just staying home and that makes me, made me, stressed and, 

what's the word ... depression, depressed.” – Armaan95 

 

“Of course. I think when you're in a place, in a closed place, with lack of facilities and [lack of] 

everything which is needed in a routine, in a usual life, and you have no idea how long you 

should be... So after all, you get crazy and you start doing something. And it was a reality that 

most people, they were looking for fighting without reason. If you hear about the reasons they kill 

each other, you're just shocked. Because once, a guy was killed because of a lighter.” –  Fatima96 

 

“They [refugees] couldn't leave the camp at all. And this had a very big impact, because of not 

only their medical issue, but it had a big impact psychologically. Because of course, if you can go 

out and reach different kinds of services, your mental health conditions are better, you have 

something to do you have something to that takes you out of your condition of refugee – which is 

your level here, you don't even have a name, you're a refugee. But then, with COVID people 

could not have access to the services in town, and also NGOs could not work as before. And not 

many NGOs were working inside the camp. So, then refugees were left alone inside the camp. 

There was no COVID, not even one case of COVID inside the camp; there were very few cases 

on the island, mostly among the Greek people. And so, this had very big impact.” – Carlota, 

Psychologist97 

Many activities that were run by NGOs were stopped – YSR’s gym was closed, all education 

activities were suspended, and barber shops and tailors were closed.98 Nonetheless, some 

informal activities did continue, with people self-organizing to teach themselves English or 

practice a sport. 99  

The effects of the lockdown were also felt by refugees residing outside the camp. Due to the 

strict measures in force, there were fears of being caught by the police, of being fined. Fines 

were handed out generously, both inside and outside the camp, in a manner that was 

unprecedented before the pandemic.100 I personally witnessed refugees being fined 300 euros for 

not wearing masks, and heard many refugees recount instances of being singled out and pulled 

aside by the police.  

 
95 Armaan (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 1, 2021. 
96 Fatima (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 7, 2021. 
97 Carlota (psychologist), interview by author, Lesvos, October 14, 2021. 
98 Anonymous (community volunteer coordinator, CBO), interview by author, Lesvos, November 11, 2021. 
99 Fatima (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 7, 2021. 
100 Razia (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 19, 2021. 
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Other ancillary effects of the restriction on movement included the inability to access cash and 

quality food. The lack of an ATM within Moria during the early stages of the lockdown101 

coupled with the fact that camp residents were not allowed to leave to access services such as 

Western Union, meant that refugees could neither withdraw the cash assistance that they 

received on their cards from UNHCR, nor pick up money they might receive from family 

members.102 Food was another key grievance: camp food was almost ubiquitously denounced by 

residents and the lockdown restricted people’s ability to go into town to buy their own food or to 

access the lunches provided by organizations such as One Happy Family (OHF) and YSR, which 

were located outside the camp.103,104  

COVID-19 also affected the working hours and capacity of asylum offices, courts, and police 

stations in Greece. Offices would close when a positive case was detected, which extended 

asylum seekers’ processing times and risked jeopardizing their ability to appeal their decisions. 

There was also a period during the lockdown in which asylum interviews were held online. One 

refugee describes how she imagines this pivot to a virtual setting impacted refugee claimants: 

“It's really hard that time [the interview]. You're going to sit in front of someone to say why 

you're here and why you want to be here, and it's a lot of… it's very strange but at least there is 

some person, but when it's online, it's totally different. I don't know how people do it. Maybe, I 

don't know, maybe because [of] that a lot of people got rejection because you cannot concentrate 

or focus.” – Razia105 

 

Moreover, the measures put in force due to the pandemic severely restricted access to healthcare. 

There was a shortage of medical actors, particularly within the vastly overpopulated Moria camp. 

This was, in part, due to fascist attacks happening in early 2020, which compromised the safety 

of humanitarian actors in Lesvos and led to the evacuation of some staff.106 COVID-19 

exacerbated this situation with its travel restrictions that complicated the return of international 

actors.107 Access to healthcare was also directly affected by the lockdown measures, with 

 
101 Later on, one ATM was installed; however, one ATM for thousands of residents was still inadequate and resulted 

in long lines. 
102 Fatima (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 7, 2021. 
103 While there were a few markets in Moria camp, there would be large lines and limited variety. 
104 Fawad (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 18, 2021. 
105 Razia (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 19, 2021. 
106 “Refugee Aid Groups Attacked as Tensions Rock Greek Island,” The Globe Post, March 3, 2020, 

https://theglobepost.com/2020/03/03/refugee-aid-groups-attacked-greece/. 
107 Roussou and Nic Carthaigh, “Cruelty of Containment,” 19. 
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individuals being denied access to the hospital or facing exorbitant wait times for simple 

procedures:  

“I know that during COVID, it was really, really hard to get someone referred to the hospital. 

Like before, it had also been hard. But with COVID, it was basically you had to be like, dead 

basically, it had to be an emergency. You couldn't even get a blood test, which in the hospital, 

you do immediately, always take blood. And, the waiting list for blood was like three months 

long. There were people with like, tumors just growing, and you couldn't give any care.” – Linda, 

Volunteer with a Medical CBO108 

With respect to mental healthcare, group psychosocial support sessions were halted for a while, 

and many mental health support sessions had to be provided by phone instead. Melina, a mental 

health caseworker for an IO, remarks that this was “completely different” 109 as it left people 

without a means to leave the environment they were in, namely the camp. She recounts how, “it 

was winter, it was rainy, they didn't have signal, they didn't have data in their phone.”110 The 

hinderance in mental health service provision during the pandemic was on top of an already 

limited mental health care infrastructure riddled with severe shortage of psychiatrists and long 

waiting lists.111  

Within the landscape of health provision, it is also important to note the unique position of 

community volunteers. For both physical and mental health care, community volunteers have 

played a key role working as translators, health promotors, and cultural mediators, both pre-

pandemic and till date. As frontline workers, these refugees bear the full brunt of the secondary 

trauma of hearing patients’ firsthand accounts. Their shared cultural background with patients 

and personal encounters with similar challenges, make this role particularly psychologically 

strenuous. This is particularly relevant to this research, given that five of the thirteen refugees 

interviewed worked as medical translators, cultural mediators, or health promotors.  

Humanitarian actors and camp authorities prepared for the actual public health risks that 

COVID-19 posed by setting up quarantine units. Linda, a medical volunteer, recounts how one 

of the isolation facilities in Moria was merely “wooden boxes” with “no hygiene standard.”112 

 
108 Linda (medical volunteer), interview by author, Lesvos, November 11, 2021. 
109 Melina (mental health caseworker), interview by author, Lesvos, October 18, 2021. 
110 Melina (mental health caseworker), interview by author, Lesvos, October 18, 2021. 
111 Roussou and Nic Carthaigh, “Cruelty of Containment,” 18. 
112 Linda (medical volunteer), interview by author, Lesvos, November 11, 2021. 
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She goes on to elaborate how residents who tested positive were “really angry”113 at being 

quarantined in these conditions even when they presented no symptoms. MSF had established an 

alternative isolation center, considered safe and hygienic by medical actors; however, with its 

strict sanitary measures, it also inspired fear among some camp residents.114 Nonetheless, this 

safe alternative did not last long, as it was forced to shut down by the Greek authorities in July 

2020, a few months after it was opened, and before the first positive COVID-19 case was 

detected in Moria.115 Moreover, a mandatory 14-day quarantine (a period that was later shortened 

to seven days) of all new arrivals to the RIC was implemented. One community worker 

described this measure as “extremely harsh,”116 considering that it was the first reception people 

received after completing the dangerous journey by boat; on the other hand, one asylum seeker 

from Nigeria who experienced this quarantine upon arrival,117 admitted that this measure was 

actually “very important”118 to limit the risk of the transmission of COVID-19. This Nigerian 

man had an educational background in medicine and was thus well informed of the public health 

risks that COVID-19 posed, and the measures required to mitigate these risks. The diverse 

backgrounds, experiences, and characteristics of refugees on Lesvos translated to mixed 

responses to the stringent health measures as well as mixed perceptions of the threat of the virus 

itself. For some, there was a genuine fear of infection, while for others, COVID-19 was not a 

legitimate worry in comparison to far more pressing issues, such as the Taliban takeover of 

Kabul.119 

It is important to note that camp residents experienced prolonged lockdowns and faced restricted 

access to services, while there was not a single case of COVID-19 registered within Moria camp. 

The first positive COVID-19 case in Moria was on September 2, 2020, following which a mass 

14-day quarantine of the camp was announced.120 The next day, the Greek Ministry of Migration 

 
113 Linda (medical volunteer), interview by author, Lesvos, November 11, 2021. 
114 Razia (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 19, 2021. 
115 “MSF Forced to Close Coronavirus COVID-19 Centre on Lesbos,” Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) 

International, July 30, 2020, https://www.msf.org/msf-forced-close-covid-19-centre-lesbos-greece. 
116 Anonymous (international volunteer coordinator, CBO), interview by author, Lesvos, September 25, 2021. 
117 This man arrived in April 2021, to RIC Mavrovouni (not Moria camp). 
118 Abeo (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 13, 2021. 
119 Razia (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 19, 2021. 
120 “After First COVID-19 Case in Moria Refugee Camp, Greece Imposes Dangerous Quarantine,” Doctors Without 

Borders - USA, September 4, 2020, https://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/what-we-do/news-stories/story/after-

first-covid-19-case-moria-refugee-camp-greece-imposes-dangerous. 
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and Asylum declared that a border would be built around Moria, converting it into a closed 

facility.121 After months without COVID-19 in the camp, case numbers now began to rise, and 

many people were reluctant to be placed in isolation.122 Tensions were escalating and finally 

came to a tipping point on September 8th and 9th when fires started across Moria and burned the 

camp to the ground. 123 While it is uncertain precisely how the fires began, they were inextricably 

tied to events surrounding the outbreak of COVID-19.  

 

4.3. Moria fire and the construction of RIC Mavrovouni 

Figure 3: Moria Fire by Nawab Ali Abuozari 

 

Image taken from Wave of Hope for the Future124 

Camp residents were left homeless, on the streets for days, with limited access to food, water, 

and sanitation facilities, without proper measures to isolate COVID-19 positive cases, and 

blockaded in by the police to restrict access to Mytilene.125 Carlota, a psychologist who has been 

working in Lesvos for two years, remarked how there was a lot more PTSD, depression and 

anxiety that they saw since the pandemic, particularly since the fire of Moria. 126 On September 

 
121 “Interactive Timeline on the Moria Fire,” Border Violence Monitoring Network (blog), October 15, 2020, 

https://www.borderviolence.eu/interactive-timeline-on-the-moria-fire/. 
122 Jean Mackenzie, “Moria Migrants: Fire Destroys Greek Camp Leaving 13,000 without Shelter,” BBC News, 

September 9, 2020, sec. Europe, https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-54082201. 
123 “Interactive Timeline on the Moria Fire.” 
124 Nawab Ali Abuozari, Moria Fire, n.d., Acrylic Paint, 80 x 120, n.d., https://waveofhope.org/art/. 
125 “Greece/EU: Bring Moria Homeless to Safety,” Human Rights Watch, September 16, 2020, 

https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/09/16/greece/eu-bring-moria-homeless-safety. 
126 Carlota (psychologist), interview by author, Lesvos, October 14, 2021. 

https://waveofhope.org/art/
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17, 2020, the Greek Ministry of Migration and Asylum published a notice to invite refugees to 

enter the newly built camp, RIC Mavrovouni.127 For many, the fire had been a brief window of 

hope that they might be evacuated from the island.128 For most, this hope was dashed. Police 

began moving people, some reluctant and fearful, into the new RIC Mavrovouni, also referred to 

colloquially as Moria 2.0 or New Kara Tepe.  It’s relevant to note that this was not the only fire 

to occur in Moria. Smaller fires were not uncommon in Moria or even later in the newly 

constructed RIC Mavrovouni. Oftentimes, the cause was related to poor electrical wiring. While 

the fire in Moria in September 2020 was at an unprecedented scale, burning an entire camp, even 

the smaller fires could destroy entire houses and cause severe duress arising from fear for one’s 

safety, loss of possession, destruction of a place one considers home, and burned documents 

(e.g., ID, passport, proof for one’s asylum claim). 

I arrived to conduct fieldwork in Lesvos one year after the large Moria fire. At this point, in 

September 2021, there were approximately 3,840 refugees and asylum seekers residing on 

Lesvos, 86% of whom were living within RIC Mavrovouni.129 RIC Mavrovouni was a regulated 

facility with two exits manned by policemen. The camp contained various housing facilities, 

including isoboxes (shipping containers retrofitted into small homes), rubhalls (large tents 

containing several smaller rooms with bunkbeds), and standard UNHCR tarp tents. 

While the new RIC Mavrovouni mitigated some of the risk factors that characterized Moria as a 

living hell, namely overcrowding, lack of sanitation, poor housing, and violence, it also 

dampened residents’ freedoms a lot more. In Moria, residents could start their own small 

business, build new infrastructure, enter and exit at will (prior to the lockdown), and exercise a 

certain amount of control over their surroundings. The vibrant chaos that was characteristic of 

Moria was noticeably absent in the new RIC. In RIC Mavrovouni, there was far more regulation 

and control exerted by the authorities – people could not start their own shops, there was a strong 

presence of police, and the landscape was visibly more sterile and monotonous. According to 

 
127 “Respect and Solidarity,” Hellenic Republic Ministry of Migration and Asylum, September 17, 2020, 

https://migration.gov.gr/en/respect-and-solidarity/. 
128 Linda (medical volunteer), interview by author, Lesvos, November 11, 2021. 
129 “Lesvos Weekly Snapshot.” 
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camp residents and local actors, this invited different risk factors, such as boredom and lack of 

agency. 130  

At the beginning of my fieldwork, in early September 2021, camp residents were allowed to 

enter and exit the RIC freely. Most activities offered by CBOs had restarted – the YSR gym was 

open, barbershops and tailors were operational, and language classes along with other 

educational activities were happening. While initially some activities required participants to 

present a vaccination certificate or negative COVID-19 test result, this was later overturned. One 

month later, in October 2021, new restrictions came into force – RIC residents had specific days 

on which they were allowed to leave depending on their ID number, once or twice a week, for a 

limited duration of time. Meanwhile, locals and tourists roamed the streets of Mytilene 

unencumbered. COVID-19 signaled a shift – a new emboldened modus operandi of restriction, 

control, and containment. Around November 2021, another significant shift occurred: a lot of 

refugees, many of whom had been in a state of limbo for one or more years, started getting their 

papers and passports processed at a speed which was till then unprecedented. For those receiving 

their passports, this was everything they had been waiting for since arrival; however, for those 

who did not receive papers, the departure of their friends, the dismay of continued uncertainty, 

and the fear of rejection were significant risk factors that were often correlated with instances of 

self-harm and depression.131  

 

4.4. A socio-ecological framework and summary of risk factors 

The risks that refugees on Lesvos face are multilevel and multilayered, ranging from the 

individual level to the societal/policy level. In order appropriately categorize and synthesize 

findings, this study adopts a socio-ecological framework that is applied to both the risk and 

protective factors. Figure 4 illustrates a four-level socio-ecological model, which will be 

employed when analyzing findings from this research. 

 

 

 
130 Anonymous (community volunteer coordinator, CBO), interview by author, Lesvos, November 11, 2021. 
131 Linda (medical volunteer), interview by author, Lesvos, November 11, 2021. 
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Figure 4: Four-level Social-Ecological Model132 

 

Table 5 summarizes the various risk factors that refugees on Lesvos faced during different 

periods and illustrates how these risks operate at the individual, communal, and societal/policy 

levels.  

Table 5: Summary of Risk Factors 

Context Risk Factors Type 

Pre-migration & 

Migration 

Life-threatening events Individual 

Torture and human rights violations Individual 

Rape and sexual violence Individual 

Loss of family or separation Intrapersonal 

“Exposure to political violence and exposure to family-

based trauma such as parents tortured or imprisoned”133  

Intrapersonal and 

Societal/Policy 

“Disruption of connections to the primary culture, 

community, and homes” 134 

Community 

Exposure to war or violence Community and 

Societal/Policy 

“Discrimination and trauma experienced in home 

country”135 

Societal/Policy 

Trauma of migration journey (e.g., death of loved one or 

companion, violent pushbacks at sea) 

Individual and 

Intrapersonal 

Stress of rejection and deportation Individual 

Uncertainty about future Individual 

 
132 Adapted from the CDC Social-Ecological Model and IOM X campaign 
133 Pieloch, McCullough, and Marks, “Resilience of Children with Refugee Statuses.” 
134 Ibid. 
135 Ibid. 

Societal/Policy (social and 
cultural norms, policies, 

institutions)

Community (neighborhood, 
relationship between organizations)

Interpersonal (families, friends, 
social networks)

Individual (attitudes, behvaiors, 
knowledge)

file:///C:/Users/priya/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/6D0BC597.xlsx%23RANGE!_ftn3
file:///C:/Users/priya/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/6D0BC597.xlsx%23RANGE!_ftn3
https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/about/social-ecologicalmodel.html
https://iomx.iom.int/design-a-c4d-campaign/step-1-analysis
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Independent of the 

Pandemic & Pre-

Pandemic 

Separation from loved ones Intrapersonal 

Fear for loved ones back home (e.g., post-Taliban 

takeover) 

Intrapersonal 

Religious and ethnic tensions Community 

Cultural adaptation Community 

Uncertainty of asylum-seeking process  Societal/Policy 

Discrimination (e.g., fascist attacks) Societal/Policy 

Economic conditions (e.g., end of cash assistance to 

refugees in certain situations) 

Societal/Policy 

Dependence (i.e., on UNHCR, Municipality of Lesvos, 

and NGO officials for the delivery of basic necessities) 136 

Societal/Policy 

Poor housing Societal/Policy 

Moria Camp Rape and sexual violence Individual 

Experience of insecurity Community 

Experience of violence Community 

Poor sanitation Societal/Policy 

Poor electricity Societal/Policy 

Overcrowding Societal/Policy 

Lack of sanitation Societal/Policy 

Unavailability of food Societal/Policy 

Barriers to healthcare Societal/Policy 

Confinement Societal/Policy 

COVID-19 

Pandemic 

Sense of powerlessness Individual 

Fear of infection; threat of a COVID-19 outbreak Individual and 

Community 

Abuse by police Community 

Discrimination, stigmatization  Societal/Policy 

Lack of services (i.e., physical and mental healthcare, 

activities, fingerprinting at police station) 

Societal/Policy 

Length and uncertainty of asylum procedure Societal/Policy 

Economic conditions (i.e., inability to access cash) Societal/Policy 

Perceived injustice (i.e., differing regulations for refuges 

versus local Greek or tourist population) 

Societal/Policy 

Poor infrastructure (i.e., for isolation of positive cases) Societal/Policy 

Moria Fire Feelings of re-traumatization Individual 

 
136 Allison Pail, “The Influence of Gender in Refugee Camp Safety: A Case Study of Moria and Kara Tepe in 

Lesvos, Greece,” Gendered Perspectives on International Development 1, no. 1 (2021): 13. 

file:///C:/Users/priya/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.MSO/6D0BC597.xlsx%23RANGE!_ftn4
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Loss of possessions Individual 

Loss of home Individual 

Displacement Community 

Experience of insecurity Community 

Threat of COVID-19 infection (i.e., no isolation of 

positive cases) 

Community 

Lack of shelter Societal/Policy 

Lack of food Societal/Policy 

Lack of medical services Societal/Policy 

Poor electricity Societal/Policy 

RIC Mavrovouni Boredom and monotony Individual 

Experience of insecurity137 Community 

Poor quality of food Community 

Restriction of freedom  Societal/Policy 

Restriction of movement Societal/Policy 

 

Resilience is a multidimensional and dynamic process; individuals may have had a harder time 

adapting during certain phases, and then built themselves back up, in crescents and troughs. The 

resiliency of individuals that is examined through this research is predominantly captured 

through participants’ retrospective reflections and self-appraisal of the period following the start 

of the pandemic. These emic perspectives are supplemented by the observations of external 

actors, including CBO staff, mental health professionals and volunteers to provide a 

complementary etic analysis. Building on the temporal and situational context provided in this 

chapter, the next chapter will present the key findings of this research, outlining factors that have 

helped refugees in their resiliency and coping processes amidst the pandemic. 

 

“They went through everything – like name it and it's happened before, happened here. You had the 

pandemic coming. You had the fire, like small fires, a lot of fights, you had the influx of 1000s of people, 

the camp growing, and then it all ended, in the big fires. And it all started again - new camp. And people 

are still going.” – Community Volunteer Coordinator, CBO 138 

 

  

 
137 While there were still experiences of insecurity, most refugees and humanitarian actors acknowledge that RIC 

Mavrovouni was a significant improvement to Moria with respect to safety.  
138 Anonymous (community volunteer coordinator, CBO), interview by author, Lesvos, November 11, 2021. 
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Chapter 5: Protective and Promotive Factors of Resilience in Lesvos 
 

5.1. (Re)Examining Resilience in the Context of Lesvos 

As delineated in chapter two, this thesis defines resilience as a “dynamic process encompassing 

positive adaptation within the context of significant adversity.” 139 In order to qualify what 

‘positive adaptation’ might look like in the context of Lesvos, mental health professionals on the 

ground were consulted on how they would conceptualize the resilience of refugees on the island.  

“Resilience for me, is, no matter what difficulties are coming into their life – because these are 

huge, and we can't even imagine them – no matter these difficulties, to find ways to overcome 

some of them. And if you realize that you are not able to overcome them, to realize that it's not 

under your control, so don't make self-blaming and to find the light inside the darkness. […] the 

good morning that the neighbor could say to them, a help that they could [give someone], these 

people are resilient.” – Melina, Mental Health Caseworker140 

“I think that, of course, here [at the mental health clinic] we see who are the resilient people and 

they're the ones who have access to services, who know where they have to go, who know how to 

have to speak with other people, etc. But the people who are with the worst conditions, they are 

not coming to us. We're not seeing them. I'm sure that if we go tent by tent, we will see things 

that we cannot even imagine, but the ones who come to us, their strength is strong enough to 

manage to say, 'Okay, I will go there and I will do this.' But the people who are broken don't 

come, like they don't manage to come.” –  Carlota, Psychologist141 

Both these responses suggest that ‘positive adaptation’ can be understood in very broad terms – 

it can encompass navigating the service landscape, being able to maintain interpersonal dialogue, 

or attempting to find the light amidst the darkness. What is important to note is that both Melina 

and Carlota categorize individuals who try to improve their state, who seek out mental health 

services, as resilient. This suggests that a lack of psychopathology is too narrow a definition for 

positive adaptation in this environment. Thus, the spectrum of functionality of resilient 

individuals may vary from someone who is managing to wake up every day, speak with other 

people and perform basic functions to someone who has started their own organization and 

become an active advocate for refugee rights. One anecdote shared by Linda, a medical 

volunteer, illustrates how struggling with mental health issues and exhibiting resiliency may go 

hand in hand: 

 
139 Luthar, Cicchetti, and Becker, “The Construct of Resilience.” 
140 Melina (mental health caseworker), interview by author, Lesvos, October 18, 2021. 
141 Carlota (psychologist), interview by author, Lesvos, October 14, 2021. 
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“…there was this guy who always came to the mental health clinic because he had, really, really 

bad panic attacks. He'd been tortured by the Taliban. And he would just have such bad panic 

attacks and be dissociating so badly that he didn't know where he was. And you'd ask him like, 

'Do you want a tea or a coffee?' And, he could not answer that question. It was already too much. 

[…] but still, he wanted to get better so badly. So, he came every morning at the same time to do, 

sometimes just to do like breathing exercises in the garden. And focus. Then, when I came back 

[to Lesvos months later], at the coffee place at OHF [One Happy Family], and he was the guy 

who was making the orange juice and handing out coffee. And he was wearing jeans and just 

helping out and looked like a completely different person.”142 

 

5.2. A socio-ecological breakdown of protective and promotive factors for refugees 

Since early 2020, COVID-19 has been a part of daily life. For refugees in Lesvos, this pandemic 

was felt acutely during specific moments such as the initial lockdowns, the fire, and the 

regulation of movement in the RIC. However, given the array of adversities that refugees on 

Lesvos face, COVID-19 was often just one thread woven into the blanket of adversities covering 

daily life. The primary concern at the forefront of most refugees’ minds was still their asylum 

process. The following sections explore the protective and promotive factors that enabled 

refugees to better cope with the various stressors they faced during the period following the start 

of the pandemic. Findings from this research are organized and presented based on a social-

ecological model (Figure 4). 

The protective and promotive factors identified through this study are concentrated in the first 

three levels of the socio-ecological model – individual, interpersonal, and community. For the 

sake of clarity, the individual factors that emerged are categorized into behavioral and non-

behavioral.  

 

5.3. Individual behavioral factors  

Individuals employed two key behavioral mechanisms while coping with hardships – they 

engaged in activities and were proactive when confronted with challenges. 

5.3.1. Engaging in activities as a buffer against stressors 

One of the most salient factors that emerged in this research was the benefit of being physically 

and mentally active. Work (both paid and volunteer-based); the process of learning something; 

 
142 Linda (medical volunteer), interview by author, Lesvos, November 11, 2021. 
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engaging in hobbies such as reading or painting; and physical activity such as sports, yoga, or 

walking, had a positive influence on individuals and helped them cope, both during and prior to 

the pandemic. This is in line with existing literature on resilience, which has identified 

employment,143 volunteering,144 sports and physical activity,145 and mindfulness146 as protective 

factors for refugees. Even outside the forced migration context, Kobasa found “vigorousness 

rather than vegetativeness”147 to be a key feature in resisting illness. This section will explore the 

various ways in which being active contributed to individuals’ resilience – a summary of how 

mental and physical activity have promoted wellbeing can be found in Figure 5.  

Figure 5: The Protective Effects of Being Mentally and Physically Active  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
143 Man Cheung Chung et al., “Posttraumatic Stress Disorder and Psychiatric Co-Morbidity among Syrian Refugees 

of Different Ages: The Role of Trauma Centrality,” The Psychiatric Quarterly 89, no. 4 (December 2018): 909–21, 

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11126-018-9586-3. 
144 Agata Vitale and Judy Ryde, “Promoting Male Refugees’ Mental Health after They Have Been Granted Leave to 

Remain (Refugee Status),” International Journal of Mental Health Promotion 18, no. 2 (March 14, 2016): 106–25, 

https://doi.org/10.1080/14623730.2016.1167102. 
145 Ramón Spaaij et al., “Sport, Refugees, and Forced Migration: A Critical Review of the Literature,” Frontiers in 

Sports and Active Living 1 (October 11, 2019), https://doi.org/10.3389/fspor.2019.00047. 
146 Hyojin Im, Aidan Ferguson, and Margaret Hunter, “Cultural Translation of Refugee Trauma: Cultural Idioms of 

Distress among Somali Refugees in Displacement,” Transcultural Psychiatry 54, no. 5–6 (December 11, 2017): 

626–52, https://doi.org/10.1177/1363461517744989. 
147 Suzanne C. Kobasa, “Personality and Resistance to Illness,” American Journal of Community Psychology 7, no. 4 

(August 1, 1979): 420, https://doi.org/10.1007/BF00894383. 
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Providing a means of distraction and keeping busy 

One of the most prevalent reasons that refugees cited for engaging in an activity was distracting 

themselves – keeping themselves busy, so that they would not dwell on all the stressors that 

shadowed their life in Lesvos. Several refugees voiced that in the absence of any work or 

activity, they would go “crazy.”148 This held true across the varying contexts that people faced 

on the island: living in Moria, living in RIC Mavrovouni, and living in Mytilene, both before and 

during the pandemic. Sayed recalled how he would leave his tent at 8am every morning to spend 

the day playing sports or doing other activities in One Happy Family (OHF) or YSR while he 

was residing in Moria, in order to “be away from the camp and not thinking and being all the 

time with this situation.”149 Aaqil, who worked as a translator and resided in Mytilene, reflected 

on how he coped during the pandemic: “It was difficult, but I didn't think about it. Because 

actually, if I think about it, it hurts me. So always distract myself with the positive things is fine. 

Go running. If you need a hobby, go running, if you want to like a class, okay, a lot of online 

classes.”150 The ability – either innate or circumstantial – of these individuals to find and engage 

in positive activities is part of what distinguishes their path from others who seek distraction 

through negative coping mechanisms such as substance abuse or self-harm. For refugees in a 

state of depression, at the lower end of the spectrum of functionality, this medium of distraction 

is, at times, lifesaving. Aaina, a resident of RIC Mavrovouni who arrived during the pandemic, 

recounts how finding work helped her: 

“After when I arrived, I was like, super depressed. I even didn't come out. If I came, it was just 

toilet or go somewhere to cry. [...] I think after three or four weeks I came out and I see. After I 

wanted to come more, to see the city to spend time after out of the town but there was this rule for 

everyone and they didn't let others [outside]. [...] I think the only thing that helped me here in this 

situation was that I found something, I found not like a proper job, but found something that I 

could do. I could make myself busy. And then don't think about all these things, the 

procedure, the situation. It's really helped me. I mean, if I didn't have this job, I mean, even 

suicide [laughs shakily].”151 

The pandemic exacerbated the adversities that refugees on Lesvos faced, which may have 

heightened the need that many felt to find avenues of distraction. This tactic of keeping the mind 

 
148 Aaina (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 16, 2021.  

Majid (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 19, 2021. 
149 Sayed (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 17, 2021. 
150 Aaqil (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 12, 2021. 
151 Aaina (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 16, 2021.  
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busy in order to avoid negative thoughts has been documented among refugees and asylum 

seekers as a coping mechanism that helps improve one’s mood in several studies.152 Moreover, 

without any means of distraction, refugees may face boredom and a life of monotony, where they 

only “eat and sleep.”153 The physical lethargy of this routine translates directly to one’s 

psychological wellbeing: “With a lazy body, you're a lazy mind.”154 Those who made this 

realization prior to the pandemic were intentional about continuing their activities even during 

the lockdowns. A routine that includes activity can help disrupt the lethargy. This is very similar 

to how child-orientated or family routines can act as protective factors among children155 and 

adolescents156 in vulnerable situations respectively; the regularization of an active routine can 

buffer against negative outcomes for refugees.  

While distraction can be a remedy against boredom and negative thoughts, there is a fine line 

between distraction acting as a protective factor and it being a symptom of PTSD. Avoidance is a 

marker of PTSD and while individuals may use avoidant coping strategies in the short term, 

studies indicate that overreliance on such strategies hampers one’s natural recovery process.157 

Thus, even if one initially engages in an activity as a form of distraction, for it to have a true 

protective effect, one must eventually be able to harness some of the other positive potentials the 

activity offers, such as peace of mind, a sense of purpose, or interpersonal contact. 

Opening opportunities for a change of surroundings 

Another element that interplays quite closely with distraction is the benefit of a change in 

surroundings. Being active almost always meant leaving one’s house, leaving the camp, or 

exploring a new setting. This was beneficial on two levels. Firstly, it renders the distraction from 

negative thoughts more effective in the sense that refugees can extract themselves from 

surroundings that are saturated with adversities. They can sit in the gardens of OHF, stroll along 

 
152 Posselt et al., “Enablers of Psychological Well-Being for Refugees and Asylum Seekers Living in Transitional 

Countries,” 819. 
153 Fawad (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 18, 2021. 
154 Fatima (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 7, 2021. 
155 Kimberly David, Monique Leblanc, and Shannon Self-Brown, “Violence Exposure in Young Children: Child-

Oriented Routines as a Protective Factor for School Readiness,” Journal of Family Violence 30 (April 1, 2015): 

303–14, https://doi.org/10.1007/s10896-015-9676-z. 
156 Debra A. Murphy et al., “Family Routines and Parental Monitoring as Protective Factors Among Early and 

Middle Adolescents Affected by Maternal HIV/AIDS,” Child Development 80, no. 6 (2009): 1676–91, 

https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-8624.2009.01361.x. 
157 Suzanne L. Pineles et al., “Trauma Reactivity, Avoidant Coping, and PTSD Symptoms: A Moderating 

Relationship?,” Journal of Abnormal Psychology 120, no. 1 (2011): 240–46, https://doi.org/10.1037/a0022123. 
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the vast open space of the seaside, or walk through the curving streets of Mytilene. In these 

spaces, refugees may disengage from the violence and inhabitable conditions of camp life and 

thus lighten their mood; if they remain in stressful surroundings, "all their focus is within that 

region.”158 A similar phenomenon is documented in medical studies, which find that pain 

tolerance and pain threshold is higher when patients are introduced to a pleasing environment 

and stress-inducing sights and sounds are blocked off.159 

Naturally, with the lockdown, it became significantly more difficult for refugees to change their 

surroundings, but some found alternatives. A group of young refugees self-organized to practice 

English, dance, yoga, theatre, and more in the ‘jungles’160 of Moria during lockdown. Within this 

group, the theatre and yoga teacher made an intentional effort to explore new surroundings, new 

mountains, new trees, with his students within the jungles surrounding Moria: 

“…every day, imagine it will be a repetition, they become really, really repetition after three 

months, every day, same place, do same thing is like they made you tired. So as a responsible, as 

a teacher, I had to do something new for them to do not lose the hope […] So, the place was 

something that one of those parts. [...] So, it's new things to learn, new place to see. The nature 

is always lovely.” – Fakirullah161 

This speaks to the second key benefit of a change in surroundings: stimulation. As Fakirullah 

highlights, the sheer monotony of being in the same surroundings can take a toll on one’s 

wellbeing, cause them to lose hope. Another camp resident from Nigeria, Abeo, voiced similar 

concerns when stating, “you don't see new thing, so it affects the brain […] and secondly it 

affects the body system. It makes them wants to be lazy.”162 Being exposed to different 

environments can help rejuvenate individuals and give them more stimulation. In fact, just as 

being active can be a pathway for a change of surroundings, a change of surroundings can help 

motivate people to be more active. The presence of nature, in particular, can have a therapeutic 

effect, as many nature-based health interventions also suggest.163  

 
158 Abeo (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 13, 2021. 
159 Mimi M Y Tse et al., “The Effect of Visual Stimuli on Pain Threshold and Tolerance,” Journal of Clinical 

Nursing 11, no. 4 (July 1, 2002): 462–69, https://doi.org/10.1046/j.1365-2702.2002.00608.x. 
160 The ‘jungle’ is what locals call the sprawling olive groves that extended outside the official RIC Moria. 
161 Fakirullah (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 18, 2021. 
162 Abeo (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 13, 2021. 
163 Ulrika K. Stigsdotter et al., “Nature-Based Therapeutic Interventions,” in Forests, Trees and Human Health, ed. 

Kjell Nilsson et al. (Dordrecht: Springer Netherlands, 2011), 309–42, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-90-481-9806-

1_11. 
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Fostering peace of mind 

Different types of activity also helped refugees reach peace of mind, at least temporarily. Some 

found activities that gave them a medium of catharsis, allowing them to unload negative 

emotions: “it was very hard for me. And then I was going to the beach, to have a walk, to listen 

to the music, to cry, or I don't know, just to do something to express myself.”164 I witnessed a 

similar form of catharsis in the gym, where men would put everything into their training. This 

would be particularly noticeable for some men right after they received negative news, 

experienced an adverse event (e.g., a fire in their tent), or had to spend the night in the camp (i.e., 

for those normally residing in Mytilene). When describing how he feels while kickboxing, 

Ibrahim mentions, “[it is] relaxing my pain sometimes, is relaxing my body, sometimes you feel 

good and positive motivation like is and then coming in the tent is so easy you can sleep.”165 For 

others, it can be an activity that empties their minds and brings them serenity. While doing yoga, 

Fakirullah recounts, “I was completely out, for one hour, I was in – I was not in earth for one 

hour.”166  

Providing space for interpersonal contact 

A fourth element that most forms of activity offered was the opportunity to be around and meet 

other people – colleagues, team members, fellow students. This helped mitigate the detrimental 

effects of isolation and offered avenues to facilitate human connection. Fatima, an English 

teacher, fondly recalled how the students she taught made her feel: “they were very funny. They 

used to make fun of me [laughs]. […] It was the only thing that kept me positive and feeling 

good.”167 Many refugees were able to make new friends through their work, sports team, or other 

activity of choice. For some, these bonds went even deeper than friendship, they became a 

family: 

“We [the kickboxing team] are, like, part of a family. All of us. […] If we didn't had dinner and 

electricity, he [our coach] was asking come here if we have some food, we just share and eat it 

together. And we were all the time doing this, living like this.” – Sayed168 

 
164 Razia (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 19, 2021. 
165 Ibrahim (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 4, 2021. 
166 Fakirullah (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 18, 2021. 
167 Fatima (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 7, 2021. 
168 Sayed (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 17, 2021. 
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This team continued to practice during lockdown, in the jungles of Moria, and their strong social 

bonds facilitated their commitment to transition their training regimen from the gym to the 

jungle. The same held true for the group that practiced theatre and English in the jungle during 

lockdown: “everyday woke up, being happy to go again with that group.”169  

Moreover, being part of a multicultural team, class, or workplace, also helped bring different 

cultural communities together and build intercultural harmony. Raed, the founder of Moria 

White Helmets (MWH) describes, “We are together like in one family. So, no difference between 

Arabs and Afghan, African and other nationalities.”170 Given the high ethnic tensions and 

violence within the camp, this was an important element in improving safety and camaraderie.  

The protective effect of social supports such as friends and community members has been widely 

documented in psychological literature; the precise mechanisms through which such social 

relationships supported refugees in Lesvos will be further explored later in this chapter when 

documenting interpersonal and community level factors. 

Instilling a sense of purpose and progress 

When individuals first begin volunteering, working, or learning something, it may be simply a 

means of distraction as discussed earlier; however, the activity or activities that one engages in 

can often grow into something more significant. They can help individuals discover a greater 

sense of purpose and feel a sense of progress, which offers more fulfillment than mere 

distraction.  

Many refugees cited how they felt “useful”171 while working or learning. One dimension of this 

was feeling useful to others, by helping others, while the other dimension was feeling as though 

one was making good use of one’s own time and was “in progress.”172 With respect to this first 

dimension, those who worked as volunteers in CBOs, translators in medical organizations, or 

health promotors voiced how seeing the people they worked with happy, or receiving positive 

feedback from them, made them feel happy and energized as well: 

 
169 Fakirullah (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 18, 2021. 
170 Raed (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 14, 2021. 
171 Armaan (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 1, 2021. 
172 Aaqil (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 12, 2021. 
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“…as a person, as a human being, when I feel that they [the patients] are happy with me, I go 

crazy in a positive way - really, I believe it this, that you know, you share your feelings with 

others, you get energy with them.” – Aaqil, Medical Translator173 

Razia, a female health promoter, revealed that while initially she started working as a way to 

keep busy and be outdoors during lockdown, eventually her work transformed from being a 

means to an end to an end in itself. Even after she received her passport and was legally allowed 

to leave Lesvos, she chose to remain and continue her work with camp residents because she 

“knew how it's feeling to live inside the camp, how difficult it is.”174 This shift of knowing she 

was working out of choice, not out of a survival necessity, marked a poignant realization for 

Razia. She states, “Now, I know what am I doing. And I'm really happy with that.”175 This sense 

of a more defined purpose, a sense of being useful to others, can help enhance refugees’ 

wellbeing and buffer against the feeling of uselessness, powerlessness, and uncertainty fostered 

by their surroundings.   

The second dimension of being ‘in progress’ is more centered around the self. This aspect is best 

described through Sayed’s words, “I should at least use my time. If you're stay here for one year, 

two year or 10 year doesn't matter, but this is your life […] you should use it for any way.”176 

For Sayed, this meant learning English and training hard to work towards his dream of becoming 

a professional fighter. In a matter of months, not only was he able to learn English, but he also 

began working as an English translator for a medical organization. This is not an isolated 

occurrence – several asylum seekers on Lesvos learned English upon arrival and were then able 

to work or volunteer in that language. Sayed, like others, had defined goals which he strove 

towards – this provided a sense of both purpose and progress. Likewise, Fatima, who was part of 

the group that self-organized to teach themselves theatre, dance, sports, and more in the jungle 

during lockdown, recalled how they “had purpose,” “were looking for any progress,” and how 

the time they spent was “completely useful.”177 These factors – a sense of purpose and progress – 

can help uplift individuals from the state of limbo and stagnancy in which asylum seekers in 

transitional states often find themselves.  

 
173 Ibid. 
174 Razia (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 19, 2021. 
175 Ibid. 
176 Sayed (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 17, 2021. 
177 Fatima (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 7, 2021. 
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Promoting personal growth through self-worth and self-improvement 

Finding a sense of purpose and feeling as though one is in progress, are closely tied to personal 

growth as well. Many of the physical and mental activities that individuals engaged in nurtured 

personal growth through promoting self-worth and providing opportunities for empowerment 

and self-improvement.  

Melina, a mental health caseworker, states, “the activities help them a lot, because they are 

getting in touch again with their identity, with their selves, they recognize that they have a value, 

like humans.”178 Life in a refugee camp, particularly in Moria, can be dehumanizing – one 

survives on handouts in conditions that are likened to ‘hell.’ Armaan recalls feeling 

“worthless”179 in Moria, which is a what spurred him to apply for a volunteering position; this 

sentiment shifted to a feeling of usefulness and improved self-worth after he became more active 

in the community.  

Moreover, many employment and volunteering roles give refugees the opportunity to take 

responsibility, to assume leadership roles. This helps foster a sense of empowerment and it helps 

facilitate internal transformations. For example, students in YSR who become coaches/teachers 

become more confident and more motivated.180 The responsibility of the role also provides more 

of an impetus to be strong, for their students, for their position.181 Louise, a YSR coordinator, 

describes how this transformation is largely internal: 

“We had a girl; she was super quiet. Then she was the karate teacher, and her transformation is 

incredible. [...] And I don't think we [YSR] do much. [...] We just give people the opportunity. 

They see things and then they transform, but they do all the work themselves”182 

For Fakirullah, becoming a yoga teacher meant having students from different countries – this 

position not only helped him improve his intercultural skills, but also taught him English. He 

recalls how he didn’t even recognize that he was learning English while teaching others; his sole 

motivation was to be “a good transferer as a teacher”183 and part of this translated to him 

picking up a new language. 

 
178 Melina (mental health caseworker), interview by author, Lesvos, October 18, 2021. 
179 Armaan (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 1, 2021. 
180 Sayed (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 17, 2021. 
181 Fawad (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 18, 2021. 
182 Louise (YSR coordinator), interview by author, Lesvos, November 15, 2021. 
183 Fakirullah (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 18, 2021. 
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Facilitating knowledge accumulation 

Much like how Fakirullah was able to pick up English as a by-product of being a teacher, many 

refugees are able to pick up new skills and knowledge through work, classes or other activities. 

English is a key tool that many refugees pick up through their work or learn through classes – it 

acts as a gateway to a broader online knowledge hub, more employment opportunities, easier 

access to services (e.g., lawyers), and communication with the international community. Aaqil 

reflected on what he has gained through knowing this language: 

“I can read, in YouTube I can see a lot of English clips, like motivation clips, anything because 

English is one of the international languages in the world. [..] And now I speak English, I can 

communicate with you, with all my friends from any European countries, any countries in the 

world because I can speak English, they can feel me, I can feel them, I can share my feelings.”184  

COVID-19 also provided a unique environment to encourage self-advocacy for those who were 

able to communicate in English with the international community. Due to the decrease in 

international humanitarian actors in Lesvos following the pandemic and the increase in self-

organized groups such as Moria White Helmets (MWH) and Moria Corona Awareness Team 

(MCAT), many journalists now began reaching out directly to refugees.185 The impact of this 

self-advocacy will be explored further when discussing community-level factors. 

Other examples of useful knowledge accumulation include training on preventative sanitary 

measures for COVID-19 (particularly for translators and health promotors); skills building 

workshops, such as CV workshops, to assist in future job searches; and greater awareness on 

resettlement in other European countries through conversations with international volunteers. 

Such knowledge helps buffer against risk factors such as fear of infection as well as the fear and 

uncertainty of life beyond Lesvos. Thus, working or taking a class can translate directly into new 

knowledge, which allows for improved access to other opportunities both in the present and 

future. 

Offering material benefits 

While knowledge is an intangible by-product of being active, there are also other, more material 

benefits. For employed positions, there is monetary compensation, and for community volunteer 

positions, there is often an in-kind compensation such as dry food, supermarket coupons, and/or 

 
184 Aaqil (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 12, 2021. 
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free accommodation. The opportunity to earn money was a significant factor because it allowed 

people to choose what to purchase (particularly with respect to food, given the poor quality of 

food in the RIC), gave them the financial freedom to live outside the RIC, opened the door to 

hiring a private lawyer, and to pay for their ferry or flight ticket out of Lesvos when they 

received their passport. This also translates to a greater sense of agency. With the onset of 

curfews and restrictions on movement amid COVID-19, some employment and volunteering 

roles offered refugees another key benefit: increased freedom of movement. Razia recalls, “I 

started to volunteer in [a] clinic inside the camp. So, they gave me permission paper that shows I 

can go out from eight to four. So that's when it actually gave me energy.”186 

Many of the organizations that worked with refugees in Lesvos also supported them through 

additional material means in times of need – such as during the closure of their activities and 

after the Moria fire. These will be discussed further when exploring organizational support (in 

section 5.6.3). 

External facilitators for being active 

The various benefits that refugees reaped through being active were often facilitated by certain 

external factors. This could be an organization that offered particular classes, sports, community 

volunteer roles, or employment opportunities. YSR was one such organization highlighted by 

multiple actors as a place to nurture resilience, particularly for single men who were often not 

prioritized by other CBOs. Carlota, a psychologist, mentions, “Yoga and Sports is doing a 

wonderful job here, because single men have access to sport, which is very helpful to be more 

resilient and to cope with the situation.”187 Due to the lack of capacity of the healthcare actors, 

refugees experiencing mental health crises often had no recourse to professional psychosocial 

support – YSR acted as an informal mental health intervention that helped fill this gap and 

medical CBOs such Medical Volunteers Internationals would often refer patients to YSR. Sayed, 

who participated in running, K1, and bodybuilding with YSR reflects, “the only thing what keeps 

us strong was sport and it saved our life, and we didn't get addicted to nothing, no drugs, no 

alcohol, nothing. You're healthy. And we've grown actually.” 188 Thus, not only did YSR help 

 
186 Razia (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 19, 2021. 
187 Carlota (psychologist), interview by author, Lesvos, October 14, 2021. 
188 Sayed (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 17, 2021. 
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facilitate resistance to stressors, but it also encouraged post-traumatic growth for some 

individuals.  

Other external facilitators for being active included having a mobile phone, living outside the 

RIC, and the level of personal responsibilities one had. Phones were useful for watching movies 

or reading as well as for learning new languages among other things.189 Where one lived had a 

huge impact on one’s ability to be active because of the regulation of entry and exit in the RIC 

enforced amid the pandemic – those residing in Mytilene could access YSR, OHF, or simply go 

for a walk alongside the seaside any time of the week unlike those within the RIC. Moreover, for 

individuals with limited personal or familial responsibilities it was often easier to engage in 

various activities. For example, Fatima had the privilege of practicing theatre and teaching 

English during lockdown because her father took the responsibility to stand in the food lines 

daily.190 Meanwhile during the same period, Fawad could not join this group because he had to 

queue for hours in the food line.191 

 

Ultimately, one can observe that engaging in some form of mental or physical activity 

contributed to refugees’ resilience through multiple means: it offered distraction, a change of 

surroundings, peace of mind, interpersonal contact, a sense of purpose and progress, personal 

growth, knowledge accumulation, and material benefits. The stringent lockdown enforced during 

the early stages of the pandemic was one of the greatest barriers to accessing activities, and this 

period perhaps best epitomizes the difference that engaging in some form of activity made for 

individuals. Fakirullah who helped self-organize the group that continued to learn theatre, 

English and more in the jungle states: 

“Because at that time [during lockdown], what other people was doing? They were in the tent, 

and they do nothing, just be every day more depress, more sad, and more become mental 

problem. So, it was totally different between us [who were active] and the other people fighting, 

killing each other.”192 

 

 
189 Majid (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 19, 2021. 
190 Fatima (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 7, 2021. 
191 Fawad (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 18, 2021. 
192 Fakirullah (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 18, 2021. 
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5.3.2. Being proactive in the face of adversity 

“…if we find problems, we should solve it directly.” – Raed, Founder of Moria White Helmets193 

A common behavioral characteristic that presented itself among resilient refugees was their 

tendency to take a proactive response to challenges. Rather than succumbing to hardships or 

accepting obstacles, individuals sought ways to confront them, at times successfully, at times 

unsuccessfully. Depending on the nature of the obstacle, taking a confrontational approach could 

entail high risks as well as high rewards. This behavioral characteristic is akin to an action-

oriented approach, which was identified as a protective factor by Rutter in 1985.194 

In response to day-to-day challenges that refugees face, this study found that the majority of 

refugees interviewed displayed a proactive response by actively searching for volunteering roles, 

employment, or activities to join. They recognized the potential that an active lifestyle offered 

and sought to find ways to help themselves amid their difficult circumstances. The same holds 

true for individuals who proactively sought psychosocial support when they recognized they 

needed it. When COVID-19 arrived as a new threat, some individuals took a proactive stance to 

better inform themselves and better adapt to this new challenge. Aaqil recalls, “I always ask my 

medical coordinators and from the medical team that how can we be away from this, what 

should I do? What can I do for myself”?195 

Then, when lockdowns and curfews were enforced, once again people found solutions. As 

mentioned earlier, a group of refugees residing in Moria began practicing theatre, English, dance, 

sports, and more in the olive groves. “There wasn't a place for sports, but we just find a place to 

escape. […] Now when the police find us here, we move to other place into the jungle 

[laughs].”196 Meanwhile, the same held true for those living in Mytilene – Razia and her friends 

would meet for playing cards or having dinner, running or treading slowly on the streets to steer 

clear of the police.197  

The fire in Moria was yet another adversity. It placed thousands on the streets in a ‘restricted 

area’ cordoned off by the police. To avoid being stuck in this area that was a mix of COVID-19 
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positive cases and medically vulnerable individuals, Sayed and his friends tried to find a way to 

stay apart from this group, outside the restricted area. They scouted and found a water channel 

that would allow them to pass through the police blockade undetected. “So we just went into the 

channel for three hours, four hours. [There were] policeman, we need to just and don't make 

noise. And after four hours, we were fine and we passed the police stop checkpoint. We come out 

from the street.”198 Once they were clear of the police, they stayed in the YSR gym.  

Most recently, government authorities introduced a new barrier by limiting exit from the RIC to 

specific days. This often meant that individuals could not leave the RIC to attend their regular 

activities if it was not their day of the week to leave. While some individuals accepted this as the 

new normal, others chose to jump the fences or walk out when the guards were not looking. This 

was particularly true for single men who wanted to reach YSR for their training. Louse, a YSR 

coordinator notes that women by contrast “don't challenge the freedom of movement, as much as 

some of the single men that we, for example, have in Yoga and Sport.”199 

The highest stakes, however, are reserved for the challenge that looms largest for most asylum 

seekers – the wait and uncertainty of the asylum process, the potential rejection. Many asylum 

seekers tried to make their way out of Lesvos, to other European countries, using fake 

documents. These journeys are highly risky, not only in terms of the penalty of being caught, but 

also in terms of the arduous nature of the journey itself. Armaan recounts how he tried to go to 

Italy 10 times without a passport, often facing days without food or adequate water, repeatedly 

failing. He returned to Lesvos, decided to await his asylum decision, and asked for a 

volunteering role with a CBO in the meantime.200 For those who do manage the journey 

successfully, there is reward, but it does not signal the end of other stressors as refugees must 

begin their asylum claim again in the new country or face the challenges of living 

undocumented.  

In each of the aforementioned cases, refugees are taking some amount of control back over their 

circumstances. They refuse to succumb to a sense of powerlessness and take agency instead, 

which helps them tackle adversities. By finding means of being active and staying connected 
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with friends even amid restrictions, by asking for and accessing help when needed, by finding a 

more suitable refuge after the fire, these individuals are able “to navigate to the resources 

necessary to sustain positive functioning under stress.”201 When an action-oriented response 

yields unsuccessful results or only temporary success, however, it can transform into risk factors 

such as abuse by police, detention, arrest, or lack of state support (i.e. for undocumented 

individuals).  

Among the unmarried demographic focus of this study, it was found that both men and women 

adopted proactive responses to adversity. However, findings also suggest that there may be a 

difference in the types of risks that each gender is willing to take. Nonetheless, due to limited 

data, this study cannot draw any definitive conclusions regarding the correlation between gender 

and level of risk taking or risk aversion.  

 

5.4. Individual non-behavioral factors 

Engaging in activities and being proactive in the face of adversities are both actions individuals 

take that contribute to their resilience. These behavioral responses can be complemented with 

non-behavioral factors that offer a protective effect to individuals. Four key non-behavioral 

factors emerged from this research. Firstly, resilient individuals were able to recognize what was 

within their control. Secondly, they maintained hope and faith. Thirdly, they were able to see 

challenges as opportunities, engage in self-reflection, and adopt forward thinking. Lastly, they 

drew on past hardships for strength. It is important to note that there is a reciprocal relationship 

between these internal non-behavioral factors and the external behavioral responses that 

individuals engage in. For example, recognizing what is within one’s control can spur a more 

proactive response, while engaging in new activities can help renew one’s hope or nurture one’s 

ability to see challenges as opportunities. 

 

5.4.1. Recognizing what is within one’s control 

In Lesvos, refugees are subjected to systemic challenges and global forces, such as the pandemic, 

which are largely out of their control. Nonetheless, when individuals are able to recognize what 
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is and is not within their control among these hardships, they are better able to adapt their 

behavior and attitude to control their response to these difficulties, allowing them to better 

manage the stress of it. Aaqil exemplifies this when states, 

“…sometimes when you have a lot of problems, especially like COVID pandemic – that was a 

massive disaster – but to me was like, no problem, I cannot change it now. But with my 

behavior, with helping my people, I can do something for it until the vaccine comes, so what 

I did, I kept my training by alone to not do anything wrong with other people like to give COVID 

to others. […] So I tried to keep a positive attitude to myself.”202 

Likewise, in the face of various adversities on Lesvos, Fakirullah expresses, “I have to accept 

what is the reality, and to find some small beauty things between this horrible mess.”203 He 

recognizes what he cannot control, but that does not inhibit him from seizing what he can 

control, namely his ability to find positivity amid the negativity.  

These individuals’ ability to recognize what is within their control and then act on it exemplifies 

an internal locus of control. Individuals with an internal locus of control believe they have 

control over their own behavior and can shape their own experiences, whereas those with an 

external locus of control attribute their behaviors largely to external influences or luck. Kobasa 

identifies having an internal as opposed to external locus of control as a buffer to stressors.204 He 

also notes that resilient individuals tend be to be aware of the limits of their control.205 One can 

note that Kobasa’s findings are relevant to refugees’ experiences on Lesvos as well, and that a 

more internal locus of control helps refugees be more stress resistant in the face of challenges. 

 

5.4.2. Hope and faith 

“Everything is gonna be okay, but just don't give up.” – Sayed206  

Hope and faith are another important protective factor. When reflecting on where her patients’ 

strength comes from, Melina, a psychologist, notes that the majority of them identify hope as the 

main factor. She mentions that they still have hope “because it's the only way to have motivation, 
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to continue their lives.”207 For some, this hope is tied to a dream they want to achieve, a goal 

they are striving towards, which gives them motivation to keep going. Nonetheless, retaining 

hope in Lesvos is not always easy and often requires patience, as months extend into years with 

asylum processes pending. 

For others, hope may be connected to religion or faith. Abeo reflects, “It is destiny that brought 

me here. […] Like me, I am a Muslim. I somewhat believe in God, that anything that happened to 

human is from God.”208 Faith and religion are powerful protective factors because as Carlota, a 

mental health caseworker, notes, they give “a meaning [to] why things happen.”209 She also 

observes that religion was a particularly prominent factor for the Somalian community, while it 

did not seem to play as significant a role for the Afghan community.210  

 

5.4.3. Seeing challenges as opportunities, self-reflection, and forward thinking 

On the cognitive level, refugees interviewed for this study displayed a tendency to see challenges 

as opportunities, to self-reflect, and to adopt forward-thinking. These mechanisms affected how 

refugees perceived stressors and influenced how they chose to respond amidst adversities. 

Several participants expressed that the difficulties they faced on Lesvos also presented positive 

opportunities for growth. Aaqil recounts, “I found it that is all difficulties in my life, they're all 

my friends. They came here to show me that I'm in progress. […] to be more stronger everyday.” 

He reflects, “Of course I didn't know that before.”211 It was a mindset that developed over time 

for him and supported him as he faced new adversities on a day-to-day basis. Similarly, 

Fakirullah states that “there is a chance to grow up” amid every challenge. For him, being 

surrounded by individuals from so many different nationalities was difficult – he did not 

understand their behaviors and did not trust them. As he observed others and learned about 

different cultures, he found that it was in fact a “super amazing chance, to know everyone in a 

place – where you can find this opportunity?”212 The same island that refugees describe as a hell 
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or jail could be reframed into an opportunity: “Imagine that this is a university, that there is a lot 

of classes. And it's for free, to learn as much as possible for you.”213 

The ability to see challenges as opportunities often goes hand-in-hand with a reflective outlook. 

Refugees who were able to look back on their past experience and reflect on the multifarious 

ways in which it impacted them, on the ways in which they responded or could have responded, 

are able to both take a more positive outlook on challenges and apply lessons learned to future 

adversities. Armaan shares: 

“These years was really bad, and create a lot of problem for me and my family and my father. But 

actually, during these two years, I learn a lot about life, about my family and about what is 

important in our life, what is important in relations, what is important for future. And yes, these 

knowledge made me grow up.”214 

Fatima applied the same self-reflection to the lockdown. Assured in her knowledge that she and 

her friends could continue progressing and learning through self-organized activities in the 

jungle even during stringent regulations, she realized, “if you want to do something, nothing can 

stop you. You can do very, very well.”215 This conviction is something she can retain the next 

time she faces a challenge – a fuel to find solutions to the next obstacle. Meanwhile, for Sayed, 

reflecting on his time in Turkey as a migrant helped him realize that speaking the language 

would be imperative for finding work and surviving in Greece.216 Thus, self-reflection allowed 

him to identify successful coping strategies for the situation he was in. 

 

The third cognitive strategy of forward thinking is an important mechanism for refugees to 

maintain motivation – to have a vision they can progress towards, so that they are not trapped 

within negative thoughts about their current circumstances. Abeo states, “I still think ahead […] 

I want to proceed in life. Like in terms of education, I want to pursue my education, my 

career.”217 Forward thinking encourages individuals to have goals and dreams that they can 

aspire for. It can thus also spur people to engage in activities in line with a future dream. Majid 

began learning English because he knew he would need it for his future vision of resettling 

outside of Greece: “this international language, you need to learn. If you go in everywhere, in 
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the Germany or in the France, or another country everywhere you go you need to speak 

English.”218 This chain of events may also flow in the opposite direction – for example, some 

refugees who began learning a sport on Lesvos were eventually motivated to pursue that sport 

professionally, which nurtured a forward-thinking mindset. 

 

These three cognitive strategies improve one’s ability to reframe stressors in a more positive 

light, identify appropriate coping strategies and/or maintain motivation. The dialogue between 

these cognitive strategies and the external coping strategy that one employs highlights the 

interconnected nature of the protective and promotive factors explored in this study. 

 

5.4.4. Past experiences of hardship 

Past experiences are another key factor that guide refugees’ resiliency. Mental health 

professionals, humanitarian actors, and refugees themselves noted that the challenges that 

refugees have had to face in the past, even before arriving in Lesvos, have strengthened their 

ability to face hardships in the present day. 

“...for myself, because I get used to it because I am from Afghanistan but I born in Iran, so I 

always am saying that I was born a refugee. And when you're born a refugee, you have no rights, 

you cannot live as you want. So, all these years, two years I'm here, but earlier I was in Iran, the 

society never accept as a citizen or sometimes even as a human. So, I felt a lot of problems, like 

millions, millions of problems. And so, I learned how to fight.”219 - Razia 

“sometimes before when someone told me that wow you are strong, I always was like, 'No, I am 

not' because I know how much I cry [laughs]. But then I look to the past I see that if I didn't face 

those problems at that moment I couldn't manage during the journey or this journey even effected 

on me. [...] I'm more stronger.”220 - Aaina 

This factor is somewhat akin to the promotive factor that Rutter identifies as “experiences of 

successes,”221 which he argues improves self-esteem and self-efficacy, ultimately allowing 

individuals to cope more successfully with subsequent challenges they face. However, while 

Rutter is referring to “good experiences”222 such as academic merit, the way in which past 
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experiences are construed as a protective factor for refugees differ significantly. Firstly, rather 

than ‘good experiences,’ refugees cite past challenges as what empowered them. Secondly, the 

term ‘success’ must be understood more loosely in this context. Success often simply means 

survival, which may have been accompanied by severe losses. Razia and Aaina’s reflections 

illustrate how past challenges nurtured their ability to tackle hardships. All refugees have faced 

certain pre-migration stressors, and particularly for those like Razia who have grown up facing 

hardships, their past enables acclimatization to adversity.   

A common sentiment that refugees participating in this research voiced was, “you face the 

problem […] It's the only thing that you can do.”223 Refugees have no choice but to face the 

difficulties they are in. Placed in this state of constant adversities, it is, in part, their past 

experiences that sharpen their survival instinct and teach them how to choose ‘fight’ instead of 

‘flight.’ In line with Rutter’s observations on experiences of success, past experiences of 

refugees also promote self-esteem and self-efficacy, which is particularly evident in Aaina’s 

response.   

It is, however, important to note that surviving past challenges does not necessarily feed into a 

resilient trajectory. Refugees may have suffered severe losses and traumas in their past that are 

also risk factors for psychopathology and may translate to maladaptive outcomes. Oftentimes, for 

past experience to be leveraged as a protective factor, it must be accompanied by a certain 

mindset, such as perceiving challenges as opportunities or self-reflection. 

Sayed’s story presented in Box 2 offers a glimpse of how past adversity, proactive responses, 

self-reflection, seeing challenges as opportunities, hope, and forward thinking intermingle while 

cultivating a resilient trajectory. 
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Box 1: Case Story of Sayed 

 

“I'm refugee since I was a 10 months baby. The first time when Taliban took over 

Afghanistan, we moved to Iran, with our family. And after seven years, we returned back [to 

Afghanistan], there was a government. […] After that, when I was 17 or 18, I left the country 

because I didn't had the opportunity to continue my education and stuff. So, I was, ‘Okay, so 

if not this, another way.’ This is something it needs really courage that every person doesn't 

have – when I was 17 years, and it was the first time I traveled by myself to out of country or 

out of my family.  

 

[…] I didn't have the passport and I didn't have money to pay, and a way to get visa and stuff. 

I didn't have opportunity to that. So, I was crossing the borders illegally. And I got pushback 

even from Iran to Afghanistan. And I have been only one night back, and I come back [to 

Iran]. So, after being 16 days in mountains and jungles and everywhere like almost without 

food, I went back and I come back after one night. This is something there was people with 

me who started and they didn't come for the second time, for a second try and they are still in 

Afghanistan. The person is the same person and even he's regretting now, but it's too late. So 

this is something you need to take risk always in your life, as I told you that we don't know 

after one hour [our life may end], so this is everything I would have encouraged to take risks 

step by step. And believe on something, something strong, something what keeps you strong 

to have hope.  

 

So most of people if you ask them here like people in the camp if you ask them, why are you 

living? Most of them doesn't have an answer. 90% of these people maybe they might say that 

I want to have a life with getting paid maybe 1000 euro per month and to have a peaceful and 

quiet life. So, I don't believe in that. I believe on challenges like just go for. Always there is a 

challenge, put onto challenges like the peaceful life is good but if you don't take a risk, you're 

safe, you're in place but you never change, you'll never get stronger, if you take risk, if you 

jump, you will fly, if you stay, you're safe. But during jumping until you get able to fly you 

will get injury, you will get hurt, but just don't give up and go. This is what I believe on and I 

go for.  

 

So this is what saved my life in Moria during all this eight years being far away from my 

family. Like maybe it's kind of normal for me, it became normal, but it's not for normal 

person - [it's not] normal to be away from the family, to not be able to have your mom, your 

parents, to not see them for eight years. [...] These are things that which gives me motivation 

and makes me stronger that I should change all of these things - not only for me and my 

family, I should change for many people who are struggling with this kind of situation. I 

should be able, these people who are stuck in this kind of situation that that's not all about, 

this is not the life which you deserve. Go and get what you deserve.” 

  

–  Sayed 
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5.5. Interpersonal factors 

“we people are poor without each other” – Fakirullah 

This section explores the role that interpersonal connections with family, friends, and neighbors 

plays in building resiliency. There is a large literature base identifying social support networks – 

predominately strong relationships with family, friends, and community members – as a key 

factor for enhancing resilience for both refugees and other demographics. Studies note that the 

support offered may be emotional, practical, financial, or in the form of encouragement of social 

activities and that social support systems may contribute to a sense of safety, security, and 

belonging.224 The findings explored in this section are largely in line with pre-existing literature; 

however, this section seeks to provide a more nuanced portrait of the protective effect of social 

supports and shed light on the barriers refugees faced in accessing support. 

 

5.5.1. Connecting with family 

For many refugees, family is a pillar of emotional and, at times, material support. Family can be 

a source of motivation, strength, and happiness, even if they are not physically together. Armaan 

highlights this when he says, 

  “Me and my father are here. My sisters are [in] Iran. My mother is [in] another city in Iran. […]  

We are really sad about this. And these things made me strong to keep going, to make my life 

again and make my family together. […] My family makes me strong and give me energy.”225 

Aaqil echoes a similar sentiment when he reflects on speaking with his parents back home. He 

states, “I always tried to make them happy, to let them know that I'm fine. […] when I made them 

happy, actually, I made myself happy.”226 In terms of material support, refugees may receive 

money from family or relatives abroad. Or, family members may stand in food lines freeing up 

other members of the family to engage in activities and avoid the physical stress of standing for 

hours.  

However, just as these familial bonds give refugees strength and joy, they can also act as 

stressors during times of difficulty – for example, many Afghan refugees, particularly Hazara, 

 
224 Posselt et al., “Enablers of Psychological Well-Being for Refugees and Asylum Seekers Living in Transitional 

Countries.” 
225 Armaan (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 1, 2021. 
226 Aaqil (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 12, 2021. 
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worried about the safety of family back home post the Taliban takeover. COVID-19 exacerbated 

this stressor as it made crossing international borders significantly more difficult. Some also feel 

the stress of financially providing for families back home and the inability to do so may foster 

negative sentiments.  

Moreover, close family ties do not always translate to refugees feeling supported by their 

families. Fatima notes, “our families, I think they had their own feelings, problems, daily 

routines. [..] my father, he is worried about me, but […] to be honestly he was not very 

supportive. I can say my family, they were not supportive, but at least let me to go wherever I 

wanted.”227 For Fatima, her friends, whom she met daily for activities, formed the backbone of 

her social support system amid the pandemic.  

 

5.5.2. Connecting with friends and neighbors 

Friends, neighbors, and community members enhanced refugees’ ability to cope with challenges 

amid the pandemic in three key ways: companionship, emotional support, and practical support. 

Firstly, they were a source of company, solidarity, and at times, a surrogate family. Refugees 

mentioned how friends helped them feel less alone, became like a family to them, and, as 

explored earlier, were a central part of remaining active during lockdown. Some participants also 

noted that knowing other people were in the same situation helped them cope with some of the 

measures enforced amid COVID-19 – “you're all in the same situation.”228 Despite feeling anger 

at restrictions, there was a sense of solidarity that helped buffer some of the negative effects of 

these measures.  

Secondly, friends, neighbors, or tent mates could be an important source of emotional support. 

By talking about their problems with each other, refugees would be able to ease the burden of 

stressors and “feel better.”229 In the mental health clinic, Aaina explains, “they had some cases 

that they intended to suicide, or harm self and the only thing that stopped them were their 

 
227 Fatima (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 7, 2021. 
228 Aaina (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 16, 2021. 
229 Ibrahim (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 4, 2021. 
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people, people around them, like friends, tent mates. It makes it a bit easier maybe if you have 

someone to talk or someone to support you, take care of you.”230 

The third way in which friends and neighbors enhanced resilience was through practical support. 

On a day-to-day basis, this could mean sharing food or other material items. In Moria, where 

violence was a daily occurrence, friends were also leveraged as a source of protection: “I just 

find friends. As much as possible. Smile to everyone, because you need them in Moria, you really 

need them.”231 However, just as friends were at times used for self-protection, during instances 

such as the Moria fire, community members also protected each other. Some helped extinguish 

the fire, while others helped evacuate vulnerable individuals such as pregnant women, children, 

and patients locked in quarantine zones. 232,233 It is also interesting to note that when quarantine 

measures began being instituted for COVID-19 in the RIC, some neighbors helped each other 

avoid being placed in the quarantine area. Whenever doctors would be making rounds to check 

for symptoms of COVID-19, neighbors would knock on each other’s doors and warn those who 

may have had a headache or a little cough to hide.234 This solidarity was spurred by the fact that 

if one person was suspected positive, everyone around them, their tentmates, were also placed in 

quarantine. While such actions may have made individuals more vulnerable to infection, it was 

also a means of avoiding the additional adversities of living in the quarantine zone, cut off from 

all outside activities. Thus, ultimately it helped many refugees cope with the situation they were 

in.  

 
230 Aaina (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 16, 2021. 
231 Fakirullah (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 18, 2021. 
232 Sayed (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 17, 2021. 
233 Razia (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 19, 2021. 
234 Ibrahim (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 4, 2021. 

Box 2. Case Story of Sayed and Abdullah*  

 

“Abdullah, when he got his first rejection he was stressed, he was depressed, lying in the tent and just 

not moving and stuff. I was there and there was Ibrahim also, even Reza from Athens, he was telling 

us just take this guy, we shouldn't lose him and he should keep up. Keep going to not give up. Go do 

your sport, whatever. This is something about the legal and stuff and it will pass but don't lose your 

time. We were pushing and pushing him and then he came back after two months. Two months he 

was just lying on his bed and not moving. He was depressed, but after that I was also looking for 

things that gives him hope. I find Sant'Egidio, which is an organization from Italy to take people from 

here [Lesvos] to Italy. [...] But now he's good. He's active, he's going to English classes, he's coming 

to kickboxing.” – Sayed  

 

*Names have been changed to protect the privacy of individuals 
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This case story epitomizes how the strength of social supports – and the interconnection of this 

with other factors such as hope, forward thinking, and being active – can help someone build 

back their resilience. It took Abdullah two months to ‘bounce back,’ but ultimately, he was able 

to draw on the resources both within and outside himself to sustain positive functioning. What 

makes this case a particularly poignant portrait of the power in friendships and the resilience 

among refugees on Lesvos, is the fact that Sayed himself had a rejection at the time and never 

once approached Sant'Egidio to plead his own case. Eventually, when Sayed did receive an 

acceptance and papers, he chose to remain longer on the island to ensure that the legal process 

for his friend would go smoothly as well. 

 

5.5.4. Barriers to building social support networks 

In order to fully grasp how social support systems work on Lesvos, one must also appreciate the 

barriers that exist to building relationships with others within a camp setting. Many refugees 

reflected that they could “trust no one,”235 due to both past experiences in their home country or 

on the migration route as well as the level of violence and insecurity within the camp (especially 

Moria). Among single men in particular, there was a wariness of entering a social environment 

littered with the pervasive use of alcohol and drugs.236 For those that found it difficult to trust 

their peers within the camp, some developed friendships with international volunteers instead. 

With respect to family, as touched upon earlier, they may be in even more dire circumstances 

than those in Lesvos, and at times, the onus of support is on the one who left. Majid expresses, 

“I don't have someone to help me. I have my father and my mother in Afghanistan. But also, in 

Afghanistan the Taliban take all Afghanistan, everybody know this. They [my family] cannot 

help. If I can, I need help for them. […] I cannot take friend from inside the camp because you 

don't know these guys, what they make use drugs or something.”237 

Moreover, even among those who had friends, some remarked that they could not develop 

deeper bonds on Lesvos due to the instability of the situation they were in. International 

volunteers and refugees alike would come and go on Lesvos. Linda, a medical volunteer, recalls 

 
235 Fakirullah (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 18, 2021. 
236 Carlota (psychologist), interview by author, Lesvos, October 14, 2021. 
237 Majid (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 19, 2021. 
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how the departure of a close friend or partner was often very difficult for those who remained, 

and it was not uncommon to see cases of self-harm in these instances.238 While the sense of 

safety, belonging and trust that comes with meaningful social relationships can undoubtedly 

offer a protective effect, for refugees in Lesvos, opening oneself up to trust others can also come 

at the risk of eventual abandonment or potential betrayal. Thus, there is a fine line between 

where one protective factor may become a risk factor.  

 

5.6. Community factors 

Moving beyond individual and interpersonal protective mechanisms, there are also factors at the 

community level that foster resiliency. In Lesvos, there were three key protective factors 

identified at the community level: self-organization, self-advocacy, and organizational support 

(i.e., from CBOs/IOs).  

 

5.6.1. Self-organization 

Much like how a proactive response at the individual level acted as a protective factor, a similar 

response manifests as self-organization at the collective level. In March 2020, the cumulative 

effect of fascist attacks on NGOs and the start of the COVID-19 pandemic led to the withdrawal 

of several humanitarian actors. This vacuum spurred refugees to fill the gaps in service provision 

themselves. They banded together to form two self-organized groups: Moria White Helmets 

(MWH) and Moria Corona Awareness Team (MCAT). Since their inception, MCAT and MWH 

have helped raise awareness on COVID-19, distribute masks, manage waste, provide first aid 

and evacuate victims of physical violence, recycle plastic bottles, fix electrical problems, and 

provide education, among other activities. What began as a handful of individuals working 

together to solve their own problems has grown into two self-sustaining self-organizations with 

volunteer bases of over 35 and 200 refugees in MCAT and MWH respectively.239 Box 3 presents 

their case story. 

 

 
238 Linda (medical volunteer), interview by author, Lesvos, November 11, 2021. 
239 Raed (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 14, 2021. 
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At the individual level, the community leaders that helped create MWH and MCAT encouraged 

their fellow community members to take an action-oriented response and solve their own 

problems directly. There is a sense of pride, agency, and purpose associated with this that helps 

promote wellbeing.  

Box 3: Case Story of MWH and MCAT 
 

“So exactly on March 2020, when all NGOs left us in bad conditions and bad situation […] 

At that time also COVID attacked us, as attacking everywhere around the world. And 

people, they don't know what COVID-19 means. So, we decided to go and to make a self-

organization. And we call it Moria White Helmets. […] With our partner, Moria Corona 

Awareness Team [MCAT]. So, we are together.  

 

And we started to bring some cartons we collected from the camp, and we wrote on these 

cartons what COVID-19 means and how you can protect yourself and others in a simple 

way and be successful. And on the other hand, our members we collect the rubbish which is 

around the camp; it's incredible - mountains of garbage around there and nobody there, no 

NGOs, no cleaners, no civility. At that time, we started to clean our area, the area which are 

living at that time in Moria camp. 

 

We are experienced, as we are teachers, first aiders, doctors, nurses. We are fire fighters, 

engineers, electricians. […] We decided to build this our self-organization, to solve our 

problems by ourself. We will not wait anybody to solve it, and we success. […] And we 

learn the people how to be survivors. We are fighting to live at that time. So, we learn as 

much as we can, how to deal with the problems. 

 

People at that time were very angry [in response to COVID-19 restrictions] because they 

said it's not fair. But we mentioned them, we make a poster and we share it to them. And we 

asked them, it is not good to leave because we don't have corona at that time. If you go to 

Mytilene, for example, or anywhere, maybe you'll bring some cases to the camp. This is the 

message what we give it to the people. To protect them. And we success. We are working 

together, MCAT and Moria White Helmets.  

 

They are listening to us because we are refugees. And we trusting them as they are trusting 

to us. Because we are together. No bridge between us and the refugees, directly face-to-

face.  

 

They [our members] are very happy, because they are helping the people. 

 

[…] we don't have money. We don't have everything. We are refuges. Stand by Me Lesvos, 

a Greek organization supporting us from the beginning till now.” 

- Raed, Founder of MWH 
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At a communal level, these self-organizations have helped contribute to the overall resiliency of 

the refugee community residing in the RIC by filling gaps in service provision, improving their 

ability to respond to adversities in the absence of external support, and building community 

cohesion. Filling gaps in service provision in essence translates to reducing the threat of certain 

risk factors – for example, COVID-19 awareness building activities translate to a reduced threat 

of a COVID-19 outbreak. The ability to function in the absence of external support is also highly 

relevant to building resilient communities because it helps buffer against the impact of 

unforeseen challenges, such as the sudden withdrawal of NGO actors, the absence of a garbage 

collection contractor, or electrical problems. The third element of community cohesion is a well-

documented contributing factor to resilience,240 and in the case of Lesvos, MCAT and MWH 

were able to promote community cohesion by bringing together members from various 

nationalities and building trust between them. 

 

5.6.2. Self-advocacy 

Over the course of the last two years in Lesvos, there were several incidents where refugees 

responded with resistance and advocacy – the Moria fire, the Taliban takeover of Afghanistan, 

and power cuts, among others. While advocacy generally occurred at the community level, with 

refugees mobilizing as a collective in demonstrations, vigils, or protests, the protective effect of 

advocacy could be felt at both the individual and community level. Multiple studies concerning 

refugees have found that advocacy and activism promote individual wellbeing by increasing 

agency and hope, providing a sense of purpose, and reframing one’s identity as a hero as 

opposed to a victim.241 

After the Moria fire, many refugees hoped they would be free. Thus, the announcement of the 

new RIC was met with several demonstrations, as refugees demanded “No camp, Freedom.”242 

When the Taliban took over Afghanistan, the Afghan community organized rallies to protest the 

takeover, vigils to commemorate lost lives, and shared their messages across social media. Most 

 
240 Chesmal Siriwardhana et al., “A Systematic Review of Resilience and Mental Health Outcomes of Conflict-

Driven Adult Forced Migrants,” Conflict and Health 8, no. 1 (August 20, 2014): 13, https://doi.org/10.1186/1752-

1505-8-13. 
241 Posselt et al., “Enablers of Psychological Well-Being for Refugees and Asylum Seekers Living in Transitional 

Countries.” 
242 “Interactive Timeline on the Moria Fire.” 
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recently, when RIC Mavrovouni faced electricity cuts for several days due to a change in 

managerial responsibilities, Abeo, a man from Nigeria, helped mobilize the African community 

to demand a solution: 

“We went to meet the police to tell them, do you know it is very difficult to live without light. [...] 

We told him if you didn't provide the necessary, then we take actions for ourselves. And after 

some two days or three, the camp manager said he's going to write to some people, some country. 

[...] we normally tell them because I'm one of the advocates for the Blacks in this camp. So, me, I 

do challenge them, I do tell them. That's why they know me there. I tell them the truth. That is not 

how to deal with normal human being. You are dealing with group of people. You have to treat 

them accordingly.”243   

At times, refugees can help eliminate a community-level risk factor through self-advocacy, as 

with the case of the electricity cuts. Not only does this offer a protective effect at the community 

level, but also, the experience of success at the individual level boosts one’s sense of self-

efficacy.244 In instances of a consistent inability to effectuate any change or response, however, 

there may be a backfire effect of low self-efficacy or powerlessness. When the issue is of a larger 

scale, particularly at the societal or policy level, such as the camp system or the Taliban 

takeover, it is expected that self-advocacy may not resolve the issue. Nonetheless, even in these 

circumstances, self-advocacy has the capacity to provide a protective effect by instilling a sense 

of agency and purpose, a cause to fight for.  

Self-advocacy also supports community building and reinforces collective identities as 

individuals unite under the same cause, which studies identify as protective factors for 

refugees.245 One can note this in Abeo’s remarks, when he highlights “Black” as a collective 

identity that individuals from different African communities unite under to demand their rights. 

Similarly, in Figure 6, one can note how Afghan refugees employ collective pronouns in their 

messages responding to the Taliban takeover. The collective grieving and resistance of the 

Afghan community reinforces the Afghan collective identity.   

 

 
243 Abeo (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 13, 2021. 
244 James B. Wise and Eric P. Trunnell, “The Influence of Sources of Self-Efficacy Upon Efficacy Strength,” 

Journal of Sport and Exercise Psychology 23, no. 4 (December 1, 2001): 268–80, 

https://doi.org/10.1123/jsep.23.4.268. 
245 Siriwardhana et al., “A Systematic Review of Resilience and Mental Health Outcomes of Conflict-Driven Adult 

Forced Migrants,” August 20, 2014. 
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Figure 6: Messages in response to the Taliban takeover 

   

Left image source:  @MWHGreece, Twitter; Right image source: Info Migrants 

 

5.6.3. Organizational support 

In addition to the aforementioned self-mobilization mechanisms, there are also several 

organizations in Lesvos that offer support. The resilience building capacity of organizations is 

along two main dimensions – through their direct service provision as well as through their 

organizational culture and indirect benefits. In terms of services, organization can offer 

opportunities for being active; employment opportunities; material support such as food and 

clothing distributions; access to services such as legal aid and psychosocial support, and more. 

This section will use the case of YSR to illustrate how they adapted their service provision to 

meet community needs amid COVID-19 and the Moria fire, as well as how their organizational 

culture contributed to building resilient communities. 

When the YSR gym was forced to close due to COVID-19 restrictions, YSR began conducting 

activities in open spaces in and around Mytilene. YSR also started women’s’ fitness classes 

closer to Moria in a space where women could reach even during periods of restricted 

movement: “we had like 70-60 people every night. And they were having so much fun [...] And it 

was like, leave your troubles behind one hour. They were happy when you saw them.”246 During 

the second lockdown in Moria, YSR decided to “give all the equipment that was in the gym, for 

 
246 Louise (YSR coordinator), interview by author, Lesvos, November 15, 2021. 

https://twitter.com/MWHGreece/status/1432295337520214017/photo/1
https://www.infomigrants.net/fr/post/34376/afghan-migrants-in-lesbos-protest-taliban-takeover
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people to train in the camp,”247 knowing that they probably would not get most of the equipment 

back. Estelle, the founder of YSR recounts, “we continued supporting the teachers, like we told 

them, ‘You self-organize with your team, you have this amount of gloves, if you need more 

equipment tell us, we will find a way to bring it.’”248 After the fire, when thousands of refugees 

were left homeless on the streets, YSR opened its gym to allow some of the members to sleep 

there. In the restricted area, since the main road was blockaded, “They [YSR] were also coming 

from the mountain and bringing the huge backpacks, the food and stuff [to distribute].”249  

YSR’s commitment to continue providing support amid restrictions and adversities is 

complemented by its ability to build a sense of community and the indirect supports it offers. 

YSR’s bodybuilding coach reflects, “I have been working with YSR [for] 5 months. YSR people 

have helped me a lot to recover from the troubles I went through. This place has been my new 

home, the people have been my family.”250 Yoga and sports are the direct services that YSR 

provides, but psychosocial support is a significant indirect benefit arising from YSR’s activities. 

The notion of family that the bodybuilding coach touches upon is a key element. YSR fostered a 

culture of care and built a sense of community. The ethos they operated with put peoples’ needs 

first – illustrated by their willingness to distribute all their equipment to the teachers – and this 

signaled that members could approach YSR in times of need.  

YSR is one of many organizations on Lesvos. Some emulated a similar approach and ethos to 

YSR amid the pandemic, while others did not. On the whole, it is important to note that there are 

mixed responses with respect to refugees’ perceived support from organizations in Lesvos, with 

some refugees saying they did not receive any support. Nonetheless, it is difficult to qualify what 

the impact of this discrepancy between received and perceived support is on one’s wellbeing. 

Past studies with refugees indicated contradictory results, with one study illustrating that 

received support rather than perceived support enhanced wellbeing, and another study 

concluding that perceived support was connected with lower risks of developing PTSD 

 
247 Estelle (YSR founder), interview by author, Lesvos, October 14, 2021. 
248 Ibid. 
249 Sayed (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 17, 2021. 
250 “Monthly Report October 2021” (Yoga and Sport with Refugees, November 2021), 8, 

https://yogasportwithrefugees.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Monthly-report-October-2021.pdf. 
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symptoms.251 Regardless of the psychological impact of received and perceived support, 

however, the direct services that CBOs offer can at least alleviate the impact of some risk factors, 

such as unavailability of food, boredom, or lack of healthcare, for individuals that manage to 

access their services. 

 

5.6.4. The role of culture and nationality 

At the individual level, culture and nationality did not appear to play a significant role in the 

types of protective factors people relied on. At the community level, however, culture is an 

important element in how relationships and support systems function. For the most part, refugees 

formed communities based on their countries of origin and shared linguistic backgrounds. Thus, 

social support networks were often built within the same cultural communities. The collective 

identities that were reinforced by advocacy were also predominantly rooted in shared cultures. At 

times, the coping mechanisms and resources that individuals within different cultural 

communities drew on also differed. For example, when Fakirullah reflects on how the African 

community differed from the Afghan community, he states: “for African people I felt that to deal 

with the problem is that to have a chill time - of course, it just my opinion [..] Every week, three 

time, four time, which is like to be together, drink something, and to have dance. Just to be like, 

free.”252 With respect to the nature of the social capital present in different communities within 

the camp, Aaina, an Afghan refugee, perceived the African community to be more tightly-knit 

than the Afghan community as a whole.253 In terms of practical support, access to information 

depended in large part on word of mouth; this did not transfer as easily across different cultural 

communities, presumably due to language barriers. Carlota comments that minorities, such as the 

Congolese, often did not know about various services that CBOs offered.254   

 

  

 
251 Posselt et al., “Enablers of Psychological Well-Being for Refugees and Asylum Seekers Living in Transitional 

Countries.” 
252 Fakirullah (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 18, 2021. 
253 Aaina (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 16, 2021. 
254 Carlota (psychologist), interview by author, Lesvos, October 14, 2021. 
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Chapter 6: Discussion, Recommendations, and Conclusion 
 

6.1. Summary and discussion 

This study has tried to present a nuanced portrait of resiliency and coping processes of refugees 

and asylum seekers amid the pandemic. Taking a qualitative approach, it has shown how various 

protective and promotive factors are leveraged by individuals, the interconnected nature of these 

factors, and how these factors may bleed into risk factors in certain situations. In order to 

complement the quantitative studies that exist on resilience among forced migrants, this thesis 

uses case stories to provide rich, contextualized descriptions of how resilience manifests in 

Lesvos.   

With the understanding that resilience in Lesvos is not defined by a complete absence of 

psychopathology, but rather the maintenance of basic daily functions and a will to continue, it is 

evident that there was and is significant capacity for resilience among refugees on Lesvos. 

Resilience operates on a spectrum and the manner in which individuals were able to draw on 

protective and promotive factors influenced their level of adaptation to their challenging 

circumstances. A summary of the factors identified in this research as contributors to resilience 

are provided in Table 6. Among these, engaging in activities was one of the most widely cited 

factors and emerged as one of the most dominant themes.   

 

Table 6: Summary of Factors Contributing to Resiliency and Coping Process 

 Protective and Promotive Factor How it contributes to resiliency 

Individual 
(behavioral) 

Engaging in activities 
(e.g., work, volunteering, 
learning, sports, yoga, hobbies) 

Offers distraction, a change of 
surroundings, peace of mind, 
interpersonal contact, a sense of purpose 
and progress, personal growth, 
knowledge accumulation, and material 
benefits 

Being proactive in the face of 
adversity  
(e.g., escaping the camp)  

Translates to an action-oriented 
approach; 
encourages individuals to find solutions to 
the problems they face; a means of 
regaining control and exerting agency  
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Individual 
(non-

behavioral) 

Recognizing what is in one’s 
control  
(e.g., training alone and 
maintaining positivity until 
vaccinated) 

Allows individuals to better adapt their 
response to external challenges and to 
recognize the limits to their control; 
encourages an internal locus of control 

Maintaining hope and faith  
(i.e., through religion or goals) 

Provides motivation or a sense of meaning 

Seeing challenges as 
opportunities, engaging in self-
reflection, and forward thinking  
(e.g., perceiving Lesvos as 
university with free classes; 
recognizing how hardships 
spurred self-growth; working 
towards future goals) 

Improves one’s ability to re-frame 
stressors and identify appropriate coping 
strategies; increases motivation  

Drawing on past experiences of 
hardship  
(e.g., leaving one’s homeland, 
growing up as a refugee) 

Teaches one ‘how to fight;’ promotes self-
esteem and self-efficacy 

Intrapersonal 

Connecting with family, friends, 
and neighbors  
(e.g., speaking with family back 
home; sharing problems with 
friends) 

Offers a social support system; source of 
motivation, strength and happiness; 
reduces isolation and provides a sense of 
solidarity; provides emotional and 
practical support 

Community 

Creating self-organizations  
(e.g., MWH and MCAT) 

Fills gaps in service provision; improves 
refugees’ ability to respond to adversities 
in the absence of external support; builds 
community cohesion. 

Engaging in self-advocacy  
(e.g., organizing demonstrations) 

Can help eliminate or alleviate the effects 
of certain hardships; reinforces collective 
identities; instills agency and purpose; 
boosts one’s sense of self-efficacy 

Receiving support from 
organizations  
(e.g., legal aid; sense of 
community) 

Provides practical support; fosters a 
culture of care and builds community 

 

These factors are fundamentally interconnected. Behavioral protective factors can feed into non-

behavioral protective factors and vice-versa, while interpersonal and community level factors can 
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influence or be influenced by individual-level factors. For example, learning a new language or 

skillset can help one recognize what is within their own control or nurture their ability to see 

opportunities within their challenging circumstances. This could also hold true in reverse, where 

the cognitive strategies of seeing opportunities and recognizing one’s control nudge one to shift 

their behavior and engage in new activities. Similarly, engaging in activities might be a medium 

to connect with friends, or friends may be the impetus for someone to join an activity. Friends 

can also help encourage one to receive support from an organization, which in turn might renew 

one’s hope, as witnessed through the case story of Abdullah receiving support from Sant'Egidio 

with Sayed’s help. There is a multidirectional dialogue between factors at all levels that manifest 

differently for different individuals in different circumstances. 

Protective and promotive factors can also come with tradeoffs or risks. Despite the capacity for 

each of the factors outlined in Table 6 to have a protective effect, some factors may also have a 

negative effect and backfire under particular circumstances. If one considers engaging in 

activities – if this is solely used as a means of avoidance, it may have a more detrimental effect 

in the long run. Unsuccessful proactive responses may also have negative effects. For example, 

failed attempts to leave Lesvos without papers can lead to detention or arrest. Similarly, having 

strong social support systems – such as family members or friends – can have a powerful 

protective effect when one is able to maintain contact with them either in person or virtually; 

however, in the event of being separated from family or friends, or in the event of the death of a 

loved one, this morphs into a risk factor.    

It is relevant to note that the protective factors identified through this research were significant 

contributors to resilience among unmarried adult refugees – thus, findings are predominantly 

relevant to a younger demographic, predominantly in their 20s or early 30s. With respect to 

gender differences, this research found that the protective factors that emerged were largely 

applicable to both genders. The only factor that suggested some discrepancy was the type of risk 

each gender may engage in when taking a proactive response to an adversity. It is hypothesized 

that the similarity in coping mechanisms across genders is due to the fact that the women in 

question did not bear familial responsibilities; it is anticipated that the coping mechanisms that 

married mothers would rely on would be more likely to differ from the mechanisms that single 

women or single men employed. In terms of cultural differences, there was some difference 
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across cultural communities concerning the importance of religion and faith as a protective 

factor. Religion was perceived as more relevant to the Somali community than the Afghan 

community. Culture also played a formative role in the formation of communities and collective 

identities as well as in the types of social activity a community would engage in. 

The efficacy of various protective factors may differ for different individuals and access to 

certain coping strategies may also be limited by the magnitude of adversities one has experienced 

and their current state of functionality. For example, individuals who have experienced 

significant betrayals in the past may find it difficult to foster enough trust to make use of social 

support systems. Furthermore, coping strategies such as seeing challenges as opportunities may 

be extremely difficult for people experiencing depression to access. However, as these 

individuals are able to lift themselves out of a state of depression, they may retrospectively 

develop this cognitive strategy, which may support them during the next adversity they face. 

Some coping strategies, such as proactive responses to hardship and self-advocacy, may be 

easier to access for those already in a higher state of functionality. Ultimately, there is no 

singular formula of protective factors that can be applied to all individuals to produce the same 

result. Individuals will rely on different factors to adapt to adversities they face depending on 

their own unique circumstances.  

The efficacy of these protective factors and the ability of refugees to harness them not only 

depend on the individual, but also on the environment. Without an enabling environment, access 

to certain protective factors becomes significantly more difficult. On one hand, the lack of 

regulations in Moria and the absence of fences made it easier for refugees to self-organize and 

plan activities in the olive groves away from police scrutiny. On the other hand, establishing 

strong social ties in a highly violent and insecure environment such as Moria is difficult. 

Moreover, the restrictions enforced due to the pandemic, the construction of fences around RIC 

Mavrovouni, and the subsequent policy to regulate entry and exit in RIC Mavrovouni, did not 

foster an enabling environment for refugees to access activities, reach CBOs situated outside the 

RIC, or gather with friends. Thus, when considering how one can nurture resilience among 

refugees, one must not only consider what can support people at the individual-level, but also, 

what policies or norms should be transformed at the societal and policy level. 
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6.2. Implications for programming and recommendations 

Examining the psychosocial state of refugees from a strengths-based perspective is a 

fundamental part of understanding how one can improve the lived experiences of refugees on 

Lesvos. By learning how some refugees have accessed and harnessed resilience-building 

resources, one can extrapolate lessons on what organizations and policymakers can do to build a 

more enabling environment for resilience. The following recommendations are directed at 

community-level and government actors: 

1. CBOs/IOs focused on offering psychosocial support should adopt more active outreach 

strategies. Given that word-of-mouth is the key referral mechanism for most 

psychosocial support programs and that this information does not travel across different 

cultural communities, organizations should actively reach out to minority groups that 

may be outside the word-of-mouth-network. Moreover, considering that those most in 

need of psychosocial support may also remain in their tents and avoid actively seeking 

support, organizations should consider collaborating to adopt a door-to-door outreach 

strategy. While this would be logistically strenuous for one organization to undertake, a 

collaborative effort would make such an approach feasible, despite its labor intensity.  

Key Messages: 

1. This research identifies 10 protective and promotive factors, which operate at the 

individual, interpersonal, and community levels. These factors consist of both 

behavioral responses as well as more intrinsic elements, such as cognitive strategies 

or past experiences. 

2. Resilience-building resources are intricately interconnected and engage in a 

multidirectional dialogue.  

3. Protective factors may not always feed into a positive outcome – some may also have 

corollary negative effects depending on the circumstances. 

4. The ability to access and leverage protective factors is dependent on both the 

individual’s circumstances and on an enabling environment.  
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2. There should be improved referral networks between various CBOs/IOs. There are 

many organizations that can act as valuable informal mental health supports through 

offering creative activities, sports, or volunteering and employment opportunities. On one 

hand, medical organizations should refer patients to different organizations based on what 

might be most beneficial to the patient (i.e., social prescribing). On the other hand, all 

other CBOs/IOs should also encourage their members to take advantage of classes or 

activities offered by other organizations. While this is already being done by some 

organizations, the regular arrival of new staff and inconsistent knowledge transfers 

weakens this referral system. More structured trainings and onboarding can help 

strengthen referral systems.  

3. There should be a mandatory orientation for all international volunteers, providing an 

overview of the various services that CBOs/IOs provide and covering the nuances of 

social support systems for refugees. This is useful on two levels. Firstly, it provides a 

channel to encourage informal referrals by volunteers. In casual conversations with 

refugees, volunteers learn about their interests and may be able to offer tailored 

suggestions as to which organizations cater to these interests. Secondly, by learning about 

how close relationships can backfire when someone departs, it can help volunteers be 

more cognizant of how their behavior may have both positive and negative consequences. 

OHF did offer a comprehensive training for international volunteers working with any 

organization in Lesvos, however, some organizations neither took advantage of this offer 

nor conducted their own training. 

4. CBOs/IOs should offer more volunteering and employment opportunities to refugees 

and asylum seekers. The benefits of volunteering and employment are evident; however, 

there are not enough positions currently available for every refugee to avail of a 

volunteering or employed position if they are interested. This creates an environment 

where refugees may have to compete for limited positions, which hampers social 

cohesion and community building. 

5. Organizations should ensure compensation, monetary or non-monetary, for all work 

positions. This is crucial for alleviating some of the stressors, such as financial burdens 

and poor quality of food, as well as for promoting refugees’ sense of self-worth. Aaina 
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notes, “when you do something, you expect to be paid for that even not like by money, or 

something.”255 

6. Organizations should be mindful about building a culture of care. This can mean 

ensuring that all members are treated equally and shown respect; that people are treated 

as human beings and not just patients or clients; and it can also mean making an active 

effort to build community and boost trust between members from different ethnic or 

religious backgrounds.  

7. Camp authorities should allow for increased opportunities for self-organization and 

self-ownership within the RIC.  In RIC Mavrovouni there is far more regulation and 

structure than existed in Moria, and these regulations should not come at the expense of 

camp residents having some level of agency and ownership over their own surroundings. 

While RIC Mavrovouni does accommodate MWH and MCAT, it should also allow 

residents to set up their own small ventures within the camp, such as food stalls or repair 

shops. Ideally, there should be regular community consultations, so that residents can 

actively voice suggestions, grievances, or needs. CBOs can play a role in facilitating 

these consultations; however, it is imperative that camp residents be able to voice their 

concerns directly and be part of the change-making process. 

8. The Greek government should ensure free movement for all refugees residing within 

RICs and MPRICs. Freedom of movement is fundamental to building an enabling 

environment for resilience, and camp residents should be allowed to leave and return at 

will. Even in instances where the government deems it necessary to regulate movement 

for exogenous reasons, at the very least, accessing activities such as sports or arts should 

be considered just as relevant of a reason to be allowed outside as an appointment with a 

psychologist.256 By restricting people’s ability to go outside, access such activities, and 

compelling them to stay in their tents, authorities are simply creating the conditions for 

individuals to need additional psychological support. 257 

9. More research should be conducted on what factors promote positive outcomes for 

refugees after they leave Lesvos – i.e., once they resettle in Germany, France, another 

 
255 Aaina (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 16, 2021. 
256 Razia (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 19, 2021. 
257 Ibid. 
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Greek city, or elsewhere. Lessons from such research can be highly relevant to 

programming in Lesvos, as organizations may be able to better provide resources that 

support future resilience at the next stage of refugees’ migration trajectory. 

It is important to note that these recommendations are not directed at shifting the onus away from 

governments and onto refugees to be resilient in the face of man-made adversities. In an ideal 

scenario, recommendations should tackle the systemic adversities that refugees face. The 

reception of refugees should not be regulated through a policy of containment and the European 

asylum system should be restructured to ensure that human rights are upheld. Nonetheless, the 

role of this research is to complement other pre-existing efforts that aim to tackle the root causes 

of the adversities refugees face, by offering more short-term recommendations on how actors can 

bolster refugees’ resilience until such a time when systemic changes are realized and these 

adversities cease to exist. 

 

6.3. Conclusion  

An interviewee from Syria once laughed and remarked, “I love it, I hate it this island.”258 This 

dichotomy, this oscillation between the positive and negative is perhaps what defines resilience 

on Lesvos. Most refugees do not have control over the systemic forces that create the strenuous 

living conditions for asylum seekers on Lesvos; however, this does not preclude them from still 

experiencing, finding, and actively seeking out “small beauty things between this horrible mess.” 

259 

Masten calls resilience “ordinary magic.” 260 The protective and promotive factors that emerged 

from this research are, at their core, ordinary processes. When asked about where resilience 

comes from, Sayed remarks, “Literally every person has this strength in from inside, but they 

just need to find a way how to activate it. How to face with the difficult situation, how to not give 

up.”261 While the adaptive mechanisms of resilience may be ordinary, something that exists 

within everyone, the circumstances that refugees on Lesvos face are far from ordinary. 

Immediately upon arrival, refugees are subject to a policy of containment – a policy that was 

 
258 Mohammad (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, October 28, 2021. 
259 Fakirullah (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 18, 2021. 
260 Masten, “Ordinary Magic.” 
261 Sayed (refugee), interview by author, Lesvos, November 17, 2021. 
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only intensified amid the pandemic and which is currently moving in the same direction of 

further confinement with the construction of the new MPRICs. Globally, communities have felt 

the burden and isolation created by policies of containment that accompanied the COVID-19 

pandemic. For refugees, these policies were not only disproportionately applied, but they have 

also meant the exacerbation of pre-existing risk factors and further limitations on accessing 

resilience-building resources. It is imperative that policy makers and local actors learn from this 

period and build a more enabling environment for resilience going forward.  
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Freedom and Hope, by Nawab Ali 

 

Source: Wave of Hope for the Future262  

 
262 Nawab Ali Abuozari, Freedom and Hope, n.d., Acrylic Paint, 60 x 90, https://waveofhope.org/art/. 

https://waveofhope.org/art/
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Appendix 1: Sample Verbal Consent Template for Refugees 
 

Introduction & Verbal Consent Template: 

My name is Priya Nair, I’m a master’s student at Sciences Po in Paris, and I am doing research 

on what has helped people living in Lesvos cope with the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic for 

my thesis. The aim of this research is to understand and highlight the strength and resilience of 

refugees on this island. This research is for my thesis, but I also hope I can publish it so that other 

people can learn from and understand the strengths of people here. This research will also be used 

to create recommendations for NGOs. 

If you are comfortable, I would like to ask you some questions about your experiences during the 

pandemic, the challenges you faced, and how you coped with them. You can refuse to answer any 

question you don’t wish to respond to or choose to stop the interview at any time. Anything you 

say will be completely anonymous, your name will not be published anywhere. If, after our 

conversation, you no longer feel comfortable with me using part of, or all of, the information you 

shared for this research, then you can let me know before December 2021 and I will leave it out. 

Does that sound alright to you? 

If you would like to receive a copy of the final research report, you can give me your contact 

information and I will share it with you when it is complete (tentatively in the spring of 2022). 

Your contact information will never be shared publicly.   

If you don’t mind, I would like to record our conversation so that I can accurately recall what you 

share. Would you be comfortable with me recording this conversation? After I transcribe the 

interview, I will delete the audio recording and make the transcript anonymous.   

 

* A similar verbal consent template was adopted for interviews with NGO workers and mental 

health professionals. 
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Appendix 2: Sample Interview Questions for Refugees 
 

1. Demographic Details: 

a. What is your name? 

b. What is your age? 

c. Where are you from? 

d. When did you arrive in Greece? 

e. Has your asylum claim been accepted? 

f. Since arriving, can you please describe where you have lived? (e.g., Moria/Olive 

groves, Pipka, Kara Tepe) Where do you live right now? (Mytilene, RIC 

Mavrovouni) 

 

2. How has the COVID-19 pandemic impacted your life? 

a. Probes: Have you felt increased fear or anxiety because of the pandemic? If so, 

could you please describe why? Have you felt an increased sense of isolation? 

Has your asylum process been delayed because of the pandemic? Could you 

please describe how? Have you experienced any positive changes?  

 

3. [If they arrived before the pandemic] Has your daily routine changed since the start of the 

COVID-19 pandemic? If yes, then could you describe how? 

 

4. There was a lockdown put in place because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Can you 

describe how that affected your life? 

a. Probes: Were there any activities or programs that you attended which stopped 

due to the pandemic? How did that affect you?  

 

5. How have you adapted to these changes?   

a. Probes: What has helped you adapt to these changes? Is there a person, activity, 

or ritual that has helped you? Can you describe this person/activity to me? How 

did they/this help you? Has this person/activity/practice helped you in the past 

when facing difficult situations? How did you come across this 

person/activity/practice? 

 

6. What has given you strength when dealing with the challenges of living in this camp? 

a. Probes: What keeps you going when you feel like giving up?  
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7. Do you feel as though you have a support system (friends, family, tent members, 

community members) here? Could you please describe this further? 

a. Probes: Do you have friends or family in this camp? Do you feel support by 

them? Do you feel a sense of community here? Can you describe this for me? 

How does this affect you?  

 

8. Have your experiences since the start of the pandemic changed you or the way you think 

about things? If yes, how?  

 

9. What could help you lead a better life in this camp?  

 

10. What has your experience with Yoga and Sport with Refugees [or other relevant 

community organization/program] been like? 

 

11. How can community organizations/NGOs better support you?  
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Appendix 3: Sample Interview Questions for CBO/IO Workers 
 

1. Demographic Details: 

a. What is your name? 

b. What organization do you work for? What is your role with this organization? 

c. How long have you been working in Lesvos? 

d. Have you worked in the camps before? If yes, which one(s)? 

2. What has been the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on those residing in the RICs? 

a. Probes: How has day to day life changed? What has been the impact of the COVID-

19 pandemic on those residing outside the RICs? Have there been any systemic 

changes because of the pandemic? 

3. How have refugees/asylum seekers adapted to the changes brought on by the pandemic?  

4. What do you think has helped them adapt to or cope with these changes? 

5. Have you noticed any difference between how men versus women adapt? 

6. Have you noticed any difference between how people from different cultures (e.g., 

Afghans, Africans, Arabs) adapt?  

7. Have the services that you provide as an organization changed due to the pandemic? If yes, 

how? 

8. Have the services that other organizations provide changed due to the pandemic? If yes, 

how? 

9. What other services are missing or might be useful? 

10. In the context of the situation on Lesvos, what does resilience mean to you? 

11. Have you witnessed resilience during your work on Lesvos?  

a. If yes, could you please elaborate? 

12. What can be done to nurture resilience among refugees residing on Lesvos? 
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Appendix 4: Sample Interview Questions for Mental Health Professionals 
 

1. Demographic Details: 

a. What is your name? 

b. What organization do you work for? What is your role with this organization? 

c. How long have you been working in Lesvos? 

d. Have you worked in the camps before? If yes, which one(s)? 

2. How has the COVID-19 pandemic impacted the situation on Lesvos? 

3. What has been the psychological impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on those residing in 

the RICs? What has been the psychological impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on those 

residing outside of the RIC (i.e., in Mytilene)? 

4. How have refugees/asylum seekers adapted to the changes brought on by the pandemic? 

a. What do you think has helped residents adapt to these changes? 

b. What are some of the coping mechanisms that you have observed? 

c. Have you witnessed people positively adapt to the stressors of the COVID-19 

pandemic? If so, please describe.  

d. Have you noticed any difference between how men versus women adapt? 

e. Have you noticed any difference between how people from different cultures (e.g., 

Afghans, Africans, Arabs) adapt?  

5. Have you observed any changes in the number or severity of mental health issues among 

refugees/asylum seekers before and during the COVID-19 pandemic? 

6. Have the services that you provide as an organization changed due to the pandemic? If yes, 

how? 

7. On average, how many patients do you treat from the RIC? On average, how many patients 

do you treat that are residing outside the RIC?  

a. Probes: What factors affect this case load? Are there enough staff to provide 

adequate services? 

8. Could you describe the predominant issues that people present with when they come to 

you?  

9. In the context of the situation on Lesvos, what does resilience mean to you? 

10. Have you witnessed resilience during your work on Lesvos?  

a. If yes, could you please elaborate? 
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11.  What can be done to nurture resilience among RIC residents? 

a. Probes: What are examples of positive coping strategies? How can they be 

promoted? 


